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Preface

Hevea brasiliensis, a forest tree, is the only major commercial

source of natural rubber (NR) in the world. Polyisoprene extracted from

Hevea brasiliensis is known as Natural Rubber. The elastic properties of

NR have eventually led to a multi-billion dollar industry world wide and a

source of livelihood for several million people across the globe. In India

commercial cultivation of Hevea had started in the year 1902. In terms of

productivity, growth in area, production and the extent of price realization,

the Indian rubber plantation industry is ahead of all other major natural

rubber producing countries in the world. Today, India is the fourth highest

producer of rubber in the world having a total of 554000 hectars under

rubber cultivation with a total production of 605045 tons per year.

Hevea brasiliensis, once planted in the field, will become a mature

tree over a span of 6 -7 years and is ready for harvesting During fresh

tapping by a process of wounding, white milky fluid coming out of the

Hevea tree before preservation or concentration is known as field latex.

Latex is a special form of cytoplasm containing a suspension of rubber

and non-rubber particles in an aqueous serum. Besides rubber and

water, fresh latex contains Lutoids, carbohydrates, proteins, lipids and
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inorganic salts. Concentrated latex as such is used for manufacturing

several latex based products. Latex collected from the field is

coagulated, processed and dried under standard conditions to produce

raw natural rubber, which is used for the manufacture of various rubber

based goods, including automobile tyres.

This thesis embodies the work done by me on the development of

instrumentation techniques to measure the dry rubber content in natural

rubber latex.

Importance of Dry Rubber Content (ORC)

Dry Rubber Content or ORC is an important parameter for natural

rubber latex (NRL), which is to be measured quickly for various purposes

for the rubber industry. ORC is defined as the mass in grams of solid

rubber present in 100 g of latex. The ORC of latex varies depending

upon season, tapping system, weather, soil conditions, clone of the tree

and environmental conditions. The ORC of Hevea latex is a very familiar

term to all in the rubber industry. It is probably one of the few properties

of latex first recognized and widely used for trade and processing, ever

since the commencement of commercial exploitation of Hevea trees. The

ORC is an essential parameter for ensuring fair prices for latex during

commercial exchange. It has been the basis for incentive payments to

tappers who bring in more than the daily agreed poundage of latex

rubber. It is an important parameter that determines the yield of useful
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rubber from any latex, and is required for various decision making

processes in the automation of industrial processes in rubber products

manufacturing.

Techniques to measure ORe

The most accurate method to determine the ORC of latex is the

Standard Laboratory Method (SLM). The general procedure of this

method is to coagulate a known weight of the representative latex sample

with dilute acetic acid, sheet the coagulum and dry it at about 750C in an

oven for nearly 12 hours. The ORC of the latex is given by the

percentage by weight of the dry sheet over the weight of the latex taken.

Numerous other methods have also been cited in literature for the

measurement of the ORC of latex. The hydrometer is probably the most

rapid one, even though its accuracy is limited by a wide range of

conditions encountered in practice. For latex, the average error of the

measurement with hydrometer is about 4% of the value estimated by the

standard laboratory method. The 'Spot Method' is popular in many

laboratories, which uses an accurate weighing balance to weigh the

coagulum from a 0.3 g sample dried on a steam bath oven and expressed

as a percentage of the original mass. The measurement time is about 30

minutes, with an error of about 1%. The main disadvantages of these

drying and weighing methods are that they are time consuming and labor

intensive.
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Other methods that have been reported in literature for the

determination of ORC include Viscosity method, Latex film dialysis,

Titration method, Microwave attenuation, Low resolution pulsed NMR

technique, Spin eco- technique etc. The shortcomings of these methods

are that they either require a specialist for measurements, they are time

consuming, expensive, have limited accuracy or could not be adapted for

field measurements.

Oue to these limitations the above methods have not gained

much popularity among stakeholders in the rubber industry. The NR

industry is still in need of a viable, inexpensive and accurate method to

determine the ORC of natural rubber latex. In view of this scenario we

decided to undertake research work on development of ORC

measurement techniques, with the following definite objectives.

Objectives of the work

1) Study various characteristic properties of natural rubber latex

following different optical, dielectric and thermal instrumentation

techniques and develop measurement techniques that are fast,

accurate and economical for the determination of the ORC of natural

rubber latex.

2) Use the Scientific information collected from the research work to

design and develop a viable and accurate ORC measurement
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instrument which is user friendly, fast, inexpensive and usable in the

field.

Outline of the work

Initially, we studied various characteristic properties of natural

rubber latex, such as optical absorption in the MlR region and thermal

properties by thermo-gravimetric analysis (TGA) In the second phase, we

designed and fabricated a special capacitive transducer to measure the

variations of the dielectric properties of latex samples with their DRC

values. Then we conducted a series of measurements to study the

variation of optical absorption of latex samples in the near Infrared (NIR)

region with the corresponding DRC values. Finally, we conducted

Differential Scanning Calorimetric studies on different latex samples to

understand the relation between change in enthalpy per unit mass over a

defined temperature range of the samples and their corresponding DRC

values. In all these methods direct relationship between DRC values and

the relevant measurands have been established experimentally. We

have developed these five measurement techniques for the estimation of

DRC of natural rubber latex and the information collected from these

studies have been used to design and develop practical DRC

measurement systems wherever possible.
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Organization of the thesis

The thesis is presented in six chapters as outlined below.

Chapter One: Review of the Existing Techniques for the

Determination of Dry Rubber Content in Natural Rubber latex

A brief history of Hevea brasiliensis and Indian rubber plantation

sector is included in the first part of this chapter Subsequently, we have

included a brief description of the properties of latex, importance of ORC

in NR industry and the technical details of the different known techniques

used for the determination of the ORC of latex. Finally, a brief summary

of the shortcomings of the existing ORC measurement methods and an

outline of the entire research work are presented.

Chapter Two: Estimation of Dry Rubber Content in Natural

Rubber Latex by FTIR Spectroscopy and TGA Techniques

This chapter embodies the work done and results obtained with

analytical techniques such as Infrared optical absorption and thermo

gravimetric analysis. A general description of Infrared absorption

measurements using a Fourier Transform Infrared Spectrometer and its

various applications are included in this chapter, followed by a brief

outline of the experimental set up for absorption measurements, method

of sample preparation, results obtained and a discussion of the results.

We have been able to establish a linear relation between IR absorption
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around 835 crn' with the ORC values of NR latex samples. Work done on

thermal analysis following Thermo Gravimetric Analysis (TGA) is also

presented in this chapter. The details of the experimental setups,

methods of sample handling, experimental details, results and discussion

etc for these measurements are included in the latter part of this chapter.

Chapter Three: Measurement of Dry Rubber Content of Natural

Rubber Latex with a Capacitive Transducer

In this chapter we have presented and discussed various

applications of capacitive transducers, principle of the capacitance

method, constructional details of a capacitive transducer designed by us

and experimental set up used for measurements. The results obtained

from a series of measurements are compiled and presented in the later

part of the chapter, followed by a discussion of the results In this method

we have established a correlation between dielectric properties, such as

dielectric constant, dielectric loss, a.c. conductivity etc of latex and with

the corresponding ORC values. The limitations and shortcomings of the

capacitance method are discussed in detail.

Chapter Four: Near IR Spectral response of Natural Rubber

Latex in the Reflectance Mode

This chapter begins with a general description of the near IR

absorption spectroscopy. Various applications of NIR spectroscopy in
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agriculture, medical and dental sciences are subsequently discussed.

The theory of optical absorption, experimental method developed and the

results obtained from the measurements are included in the second part

of this chapter. We have developed a spectral reflectance technique for

the measurement of optical absorption in the NIR region. The details of

the technique and the results obtained are presented in this chapter A

direct proportionality between NIR reflectance intensity at 1460 nm and

DRC has been established. Finally the results obtained are compiled and

discussed.

Chapter Five: Estimation of Dry Rubber Content in Natural

Rubber Latex by Differential Scanning Calorimetry

A general description of differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)

and its various applications, with a special reference to thermal analysis

of polymers, are included in the first part of this chapter. We have shown

that the mass normalized change in enthalpy in a defined temperature

range is proportional to the DRC of latex samples. The principle of the

method, experimental method adapted and the results obtained are

presented and discussed in the second part of the chapter. Finally, the

results obtained from the DSC measurements are compiled and we have

established a correlation between mass normalized areas and the

corresponding DRC values of latex samples Subsequently the results

x



are discussed and general conclusions drawn from the investigations

which are presented chapter five.

Chapter Six: Summary and Conclusions

In this chapter a summary of entire research work carried out is

included. The overall conclusions drawn from the work and scope for

doing further research in DRC measurement techniques are also

presented in this chapter
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CHAPTER ONE

Review of the Existing Techniques for the

Determination of Dry Rubber Content in Natural

Rubber Latex

1.1: Introduction

Hevea brasiliensis, a forest tree, which is indigenous to the tropical

rain forests of Central and South America and the only major commercial

source of natural rubber (NR), is one of the most recently domesticated crop

species in the world. The modern age of NR in India actually started during

the 1870s when the British successfully transported Hevea seeds from Brazil

for planting in the then British India1.'. Rubber seems to be a fairly

straightforward word. The French call it Caoutchouc recognizing its

historically South American Indian word, meaning weeping wood':",

Polyisoprene, especially when chemically modified by vulcanization, has

remarkable ability to substantially return to its original shape after being

stretched considerably. Any material, which fulfills this requirement, is entitled

to be called rubber' The ASTM 0 1566 gives a more detailed definition of

rubber. Polyisoprene extracted from Hevea brasiliensis is called natural

rubber (NR). This elastic property of rubber eventually led to a multi-billion



dollar industry worldwide, and has influenced the lives of a large number of

people on this planet". The British planters initiated rubber cultivation on a

plantation scale and the state administration encouraged them by providing

land, labour, capital and trade facilities. In 1862, a policy for the issue of land

suitable for the cultivation of plantation crop was formulated? The liberal rules

formulated in Travancore during 1860s and subsequently in Cochin for the

distribution of forest and wasteland for plantation crops were instrumental for

the initial growth and expansion'l",

In terms of productivity, growth in area and production and the extent

of price realization at the farm gate, the Indian plantation industry is ahead of

all the other major natural rubber (NR) producing countries in the world.

Owing to the pace of development in the industrial sector, the demand for

rubber has been very dynamic'.

The organizational structure of the Indian rubber plantation sector is

divided between small holdings and estates, the former with 474880 hectares

comprising 87 per cent of the total area under rubber cultivation. Large

estates constitute a smaller sector with 69654 hectares only. Compared to

other plantation crops in the country, rubber has recorded higher annual

growth rate in area, production and productivity during the period between

1970-71 and 1994-95, the respective figures being 3.77, 6.92 and 3.08 per

cent" respectively. Today, India is the fourth largest producer of rubber in the

world having a total of 554000 hectares under rubber cultivation with a total

production of 605045 tons11
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1.2: The physiology and biochemistry of rubber latex

During fresh tapping by a process of wounding, the white milky fluid

coming out of the Hevea tree before preservation or concentration is known as

field latex. The physiology of Hevea brasiliensis is unique". Biosynthesis of

latex, the economic product, is confined to the latex vessels which exclusively

occur in the phloem region. Latex biosynthesis depends on the number,

diameter and anatomical characters of latex vessel system and physiological

and biochemical factors. The capacity of the latex vessels to synthesize and

regenerate latex drained during each tapping is critical and is accomplished in

the interval between two successive tappings 13 Latex is a special form of

cytoplasm containing a suspension of rubber and non-rubber particles in an

aqueous serum. Besides rubber and water, fresh latex contains Iutoids",

carbohydrates 15, proteins16-19, lipids 20 and inorganic salts".

Latex can be separated into (1) a white upper layer of rubber, (2) an

orange or yellow layer containing Frey-Wyssling particles, (3) an aqueous

serum named C serum and (4) a bottom fraction containing grayish yellow

gelatinous sediments by ultra centrifuqatiorr". The serum contains most of the

soluble substances including amino acids, proteins, carbohydrates, organic

acids, inorganic salts and nucleotidic matertals" The dominant particulate

constituent of freshly collected latex is rubber hydrocarbon, which occurs in

sizes ranging from 0.02 to 3.00 urn with the majority in the region of 0.1 ~m24.

26 Rubber particles are usually spherical but sometimes oval or pear

shaped" and are strongly protected in suspension by a film of adsorbed
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protein and phospnolipids'". Fresh latex from the rubber tree is a thixotropic

neutral milky fluid of density around 0.98 g/cm3 28 This protein-phospholipid

layer imparts a net negative charge to the rubber particles contributing

colloidal stability to the liquid2
'. Natural rubber latex, being a natural product,

has variable composition depending on many factors such as the clone,

season, soil conditions, tapping method and frequency, age of the tree etc.

The typical composition is as follows".

Component % by weight of latex

Rubber Content 30-35

Proteinaceous substances 1-1.5

Lipids 1-2.5

Sugar 1

Inorganic ions 1

Water 60-65

1.3: Rubber biosynthesis and its polymerization

Rubber is composed of isoprene units linked together to form a

polymer". The individual steps in the synthesis of rubber from sucrose are

well established". Biosynthesis of rubber can be divided in to three stages:

(1) generation of acetyl-coenzyme A (acetyl-CoA); (2) conversion of acetyl

CoA to isopentenyl pyrophosphate (IPP) via mevelonic acid; (3)

polymerization of IPP to rubber. Sucrose in latex is the primary source of
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acetate and acetyl-CoA essential for the biosynthesis of rubber Acetate forms

the basic precursor of rubber biosynthesis in all rubber plants 31·3S The

mechanism of polymerization of IPP has been elucidated in relation to terpene

biosynthesis'". Two steps are involved in the process: (1) isomerization of

IPP to dimethylallyl pyrophosphate (DMAPP) by a shift of the double bond by

IPP isomerase and (2) condensation of DMAPP with IPP by rubber cis

polyprenyl transferase 3740, to give a molecule each of pyrophosphate and

geranyl pyrophosphate (C 10). This C 10 molecule has allelic structure and

repeats the condensation, with another molecule of IPP. The propagation,

repeated several times, results in the formation of natural rubber with high

molecular weight. The stereo - specificity of rubber transferase enzyme in

latex ensures a cis configuration for each double bond. Hevea rubber differs

from the majority of isoprenoid compounds in two respects. It has high

molecular weight which varies from typically one hundred thousand to several

millions" and the geometric configuration of double bonds is exclusively cis4
' .

44 Natural rubber is a polymer of isoprene, with molecular structure

CH3

I
CH,==C-CH==CH,

in which all the essential isoprene units are linked together at carbon

atoms 1 and 4 in a head-to-tail arrangement, and in which all or nearly all the

repeating units possess the "cis" confiquration'".
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1.4: The importance of dry rubber content of NR latex

Hevea latex is a natural biological liquid of very complex composition.

Besides rubber hydrocarbons, it contains many proteinous and resinous

substances, carbohydrates, inorganic matter, water, and others:". The Dry

Rubber Content (ORC) of latex varies according to season, tapping system,

weather, soil conditions, clone, age of the tree etc.". The true ORC or Total

Solid Content (TSC) of the latex must be determined to ensure fair prices for

the latex during commercial exchange. ORC is defined as the mass in grams

of rubber present in 100 g of latex". The Dry Rubber Content (ORC) of Hevea

latex is a very familiar term to all in the rubber industry. It is probably one of

the few properties of latex first recognized and widely used for trade and

processing, ever since the commencement of commercial exploitation of

Hevea trees. It has been the basis for incentive payments to tappers who

bring in more than the daily agreed poundage of latex. It is an important

parameter in rubber and latex processing where the ORC of bulk latex and the

amount of chemical additives required for the production of rubber and latex

products are determined and quick evaluation of yield for academic purposes.

The importance of ORC cannot be over-emphasizedv" when it comes to

industries based on latex/rubber processing. Another important aspect of

ORC or TSC measurement is the automatic process control in latex based

industries. There is need for a ORC sensor for direct interfacing to the

computer system for automation of the industrial process". The most accurate

method for the determination of ORC is by the standard laboratory drying
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method that has been subjected to several modifications over the years to

reduce the time of estimation, the most prominent being the Chee method46
." .

In spite of its wide usage and reference, misconception and

misinterpretation of DRC are common, resulting in many unnecessary

disputes and mistrust between buyer and seller in the field. Many factors

contribute to this situation. First, there is no analytical method for determining

the DRC of latex, which is satisfactory and acceptable to both the buyer and

the seller. The existing methods are laborious, lengthy and costly; thus are

unsuitable for use in the field, or they are unreliable and not accurate.

Second, many are ignorant of the test methods used and their limitations.

Suspicion of manipulation by the buyer to measure the DRC to his own

advantage comes naturally to the seller. Disputes over test procedures in the

field are not uncommon. Third, many are ignorant of the fact that the DRC is

a variable properly of latex and it varies depending on the season, weather,

soil conditions, clone of the trees, stimulation scheme, tapping system etc.

Dilution of latex with water or preservatives also alters the DRC. Adulteration

of field latex not only results in a 'fake' DRC to be obtained, but also results in

processing difficulties in the factory, causing heavy losses to the buyer.

Analysis of field latex diluted with rainwater or that in which pre-coagulation

has set in, is therefore an extremely difficult task".

Numerous methods have been cited in literature for the measurement

of the DRC of latex, of which the hydrometer":" is probably the most rapid

one, even though its accuracy is limited by a wide range of conditions
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encountered in practice, which include biodeterioration, adulteration, dilution,

aeration and warming. For latex, the average error of the measurement is

about 4% of the value estimated by the standard procedure, which compares

with the oven dry weight of a sample of rubber coagulated from 10g sample of

latex. The 'Spot Method' is popular in many laboratories, which uses an

accurate weighing balance to weigh the coagulum from a 0.3 g sample dried

on a steam bath oven and expressed as a percentage of the original mass.

The measurement time is about 30 minutes, with an error of about 1%53.

Other methods that have been reported for the determination of DRC

include direct method", trial coagulation method", nephelometric method",

viscosity method'", Latex film dialysis", Titration method". Microwave

attenuation", Low resolution pulsed NMR technique", Spin eco- technique'"

and Dielectric method 62.101. The shortcomings of these methods are that they

are either labour intensive, time consuming, difficult to use or expensive

1.5: Techniques to determine DRe of latex: An overview

1.5.1: The standard laboratory method

The standard test procedure to obtain DRC is based on British

stanoard". The procedure is based on the Malaysian Standard MS 3:35:1975

entitled Methods of Sampling and Testing Concentrated Natural Rubber

Latices, the British Standard BS 1672:1972 entitled "Methods for Testing

Natural Rubber Latices, the American Society for Testing and Materials,
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ASTM D 1076:77 entitled 'Rubber - Concentrated, Ammonia Preserved,

Creamed and Centrifuged Natural Latex' and the International Standard ISO

126-1972 (E)46 The general procedure in the laboratory is to coagulate a

known weight of representative sample of the latex with dilute acetic acid,

sheet the coagulum and dry it at about 750C in an oven. The DRC of the latex

is therefore the percentage by weight of the dry sheet over the weight of latex

tested". This method, however, has its limitations and is not suitable for field

use because of the following reasons".

(1) Establishment of a laboratory equipped with an analytical balance, electric

oven and water bath cannot operate in the field where there is not even

electricity.

(2) It requires a heavy capital investment for the establishment of electricity

and equipment and is beyond the ability of small holders and many small

establishments.

(3) The other drawback of this method is that it requires a skilled operator to

operate and maintain the laboratory equipment

(4) In this method test results cannot be obtained on the day of testing because

test samples are required to dry in the oven overnight

(5) Payments cannot be made to the tappers on the day of tapping due to the

reason cited as (4) above.

(6) The whole operation of test takes more than 16 hours and cannot be

performed in the presence of the tappers, and so the tappers need not

accept the test method adopted.
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1.5.2: The hydrometer method

The use of hydrometers to evaluate the ORC in latex appears to have

begun with Eaton's publications'v'". Hydrometers, usually known at rubber

plantations by the names, Metro/ac, Latexometer or Simp/exometer, are

commonly used as the easiest method of obtaining an approximate estimate

of the dry rubber content of latex" and this has been reviewed by many

ressarchers'":".

Metrolac, an instrument, which uses the density difference of rubber

and water, is used for quick ORC measurement in estates. One part of well

stirred field latex is mixed with two parts of water. The diluted latex is filled in

a tall cylindrical jar with a diameter of around 7.5 cm. Air bubbles and froth

remaining on the latex surface are removed by blowing off the surface. The

Metrolac, after washing in water, is immersed in the latex and allowed to come

to rest without touching the side of the cylinder. The reading on stem is noted.

The ORC of the latex is obtained by multiplying the reading by three (since

two parts of water are added) and dividing by ten. The method, though quick,

simple and easy, is not very accurate. The error is in the range of 5 to 10

percent. However, this method is still in use in rubber estates for assessing

the ORC of latex for making sheets on a large scale and also for calculating

the quantity of rubber brought in by a tapper. In order to minimize the error, a

correction factor is applied based on the actual laboratory estimation of the

ORC of bulk latex".
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The measurement errors, while using the Metrolac, are due to the

following reasons. Firstly, the density of the rubber particles in latex is not

precisely known, it varies with what we choose to define rubber. Available

evidence indicates that the density of purified rubber at 29°C is about 0.902 to

0.9035. Further, observations" on normal latex and on purified centrifugal

concentrates", both suggest that density of rubber may increase with

decreasing ORC of the parent latex, presumably due to adsorption of more

serum solids. In both the investigations, however, the density of the rubber

phase is estimated indirectly. No reliable data is available showing correlation

of densities of normally prepared rubbers with the ORCs of the latices from

which they are coagulated. It should be recognized that this is to be taken

only as an empirical value for this purpose in hand, and not as an unbiased

estimate of the true density of rubber.

Secondly, the serum in latex is not a single substance like water, but is

a solution of mixed ingredients, proteins and salts; and unfortunately there is

no satisfactory evidence to show how its density varies between different

estates, clones, season etc. However, available evidence suggests that

serum density is not directly correlated to ORC of tatex":".

1.5.3: The Latex film dialysis

This method is based on the customary 'total solids' determination

procedure. The principle of coagulation dialysis experiments" is with an aim

to replace washing and rolling operation, In previous methods'" 91 the
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coagulum was not passed between rolls, but mechanical treatment is not

omitted. Besides, drying is carried out at lODC; the handling of coagulum

differs from the latex film dialysis method. In latex film dialysis method,

sample is prepared by adding up to 4 ml of 20% w/v ammonium chloride

solution in to a petri dish of 8.5 cm internal diameter. In the case of fresh

ammoniated field latex and fresh unammoniated field latex, 5 ml and 3 ml

respectively of 2% w/v formic acid solutions are used. About 3 grams of

concentrate or 5 grams of field latex - weighed to the third decimal - are

slowly added, while swirling the dish constantly The mixture is spread as

uniformly as possible over the whole bottom of the dish, coagulating in to a

well formed film. Heating in a vented air oven at 100-1050 C for about 15

minutes accelerates the coagulation, completion of which is indicated by the

appearance of a clear serum. The film is further fixed between two pieces of

small glass triangle, and then left submerged at the bottom of a basin (for 60

minutes if the ammonium chloride coagulant is employed, or for 30 minutes if

the formic acid coagulant is applied). The basin is continuously filled with

clean, running water (only in case of emergency, it could be periodically filled).

Thereafter, the film is drawn out of the water, and its surface moisture is

removed by blotting with a clean cloth or filter paper SUbsequently it is dried

at 100-105 DC for approximately 2 hours in the drying oven, cooled to room

temperature in a desiccator, weighed and the ORC determined".
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1.5.4: The microwave technique

The parameter of related to nonmagnetic materials which describes

their interaction with an electromagnetic field, is the permittivity c = ['- j e",

where E' is the dielectric constant and the imaginary part E" is the loss factor.

The permittivity is a measure of the polarization in an applied electromagnetic

field. As the frequency of the applied field increases, the molecules are

unable to re-orient completely before the field reverses. At these frequencies,

the orientation of permanent dipoles no longer contributes to the dielectric

constant and it is dissipated as heat. Physically, the dielectric constant

represents the ability of a material to store electric energy while dielectric loss

represents the loss of electric field energy in the material.

The principle of microwave technique is based on the fact that the

permittivity of water is much higher than that of solid substances in the latex.

At room temperature and at microwave frequency 10.7 GHz, the value of

permittivity of water is [w= 60 - j 34, while the permittivity of solid material is

about [5= 2.3 - jO.02. This means that the absorption coefficient of

microwaves due to water is higher than that due to solid substances.

Therefore, the higher is the water content, the higher is the attenuation of

microwaves. So microwave absorption technique can be used to determine

TSC and DRC of Hevea latex. However, non rubber substances in latex

samples vary with clone, soil condition, season, weather etc Therefore, the

accuracy of low power microwave technique is affected by variations in non

rubber substances.
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1.5.5: The specific heat method

The 'method of mixtures' measures the initial masses and

temperatures of a quantity of latex or crepe and hot or cold water with which

the latex is to be mixed, and final temperature after mixing in a pre - calibrated

vessel. The specific heat of the latex or crepe is then computed, after allowing

for the heat absorbed by the flask. It is necessary before the determination of

specific heat of any sample, to determine the quantity of heat that will be

absorbed by the material of the flask, on the assumption that hot water is to be

mixed with the sample Once the flask constant, K, or heat gain factor has

been determined by heat balance using water as calories per degree

Centigrade temperature rise, the specific heat SR of dry rubber samples can

be readily obtained by similar heat balances using dry rubber samples and hot

water. Having determined K and SR, the specific heat and ORC of wet

samples or latex can then be obtained by mixing hot water and appropriate

heat balances.

The dry rubber content of NR latex or wet crepe was found to be a

linear function of specific heat. Measurement of ORC using specific heat

method is fairly accurate with a standard deviation of 0.7% for latex and 1

% for wet crepe Operation time for specific heat method is about 7 minutes

and about 11 minutes for latex and crepe respectively. The results indicate

that the technique can be utilized for rapid measurement of ORC in the

laboratory". However skilled man power is necessary for the measurement.
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1.5.6: The low resolution NMR technique

The basic theory of NMR92
.
95 and the determination of the solid contents of

rubber latex by means of pulsed NMR99 spectrometer using Bruker Minispec

spectrometer have been described in cited literature. A brief description of the

method of pulsed NMR necessary to understand its use in this technique is

given here. When a sample containing nuclei with non-zero spin (I) is placed

in a static magnetic field (Ho), majority of nuclei are aligned and precess

around the magnetic field with a characteristic frequency (wo), which is related

to Ho by the well known Larmour equation wo=yHo where y is the gyro

magnetic ratio. The interaction between nuclear magnetic moments and Ho

results in macroscopic magnetization M (t) growing exponentially to its

maximum value Mo with time constant r 1 called spin relaxation time.

The radio frequency magnetic field designated as H, applied at resonance

frequency and at right angles to Ho flips the magnetization away from its

equilibrium direction (Z-axis). The flip angle (a) is given by yH,tw; where tw is

the time for which the RF field is applied. When the RF field is applied for

such a duration that a =90°, it is called 90 or TT/2 pulse and if the RF field is

applied for a duration that a =180° (i.e. - Z direction, it is called 180° or TT

pulse).

The application of a 90° pulse flips the magnetization in a plane

perpendicular to the Z-axis resulting in induction of voltage in the detector coil

- called the NMR signal which is proportional to the number of nuclei under

study e.q. 'H present in the sample. After the pulse, the signal decays with
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time and precesses freely without the influence of any field and is called free

induction decay (FID). The signal in a perfectly homogeneous magnetic field

decays due to natural spin - spin interactions exponentially with a time

constant T2 called transverse relaxation time or spin - spin relaxation time.

However, in actual practice, decay of the signal become faster due to

inhomogeneity of the magnetic field and signal decays instead with time

constant 7,* given by: 1/72 * =1/ T/ +11T/ =11T/ + Vf1Hr/2 where T/ is the

T2 of the sample, T/ is that due to field and t.H o is the inhomogeneity of the

magnetic field T/ is < 1 ms for a typical low resolution spectrometer. In fact

for most of the liquid samples, T,* is primarily governed by field

inhomogeneity.

The contribution of inhomogeneity in Ho to the free induction decay can be

eliminated by a well known sequence called spin - echo". The method

consists of the application of a 900 pulse followed by 1800 pulse after a time

interval l; and observation of a free induction echo formed at time 2l;. The

effect of 1800 pulse is to re-phase the spins de-phased due to inhomogeneity

of the magnetic field. The echo signal decays exponentially with time constant

T2(neglecting small diffusion effect).

Rubber latex consists of a solid phase of which nearly 97 % is rubber, and

an aqueous phase. The pulsed NMR can distinguish between the proton

signals from solid and liquid phases of the sample based on their differences

in T2; T2 of solid is much smaller than that of Liquid'2. The combined signal

by both solid and liquid phases measured at 24 us (immediately after the dead
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time of the receiver) following a 900 representing the liquid phase is measured

at 6 ms when the signal due to the solid component has decayed almost

completely. The signal of rubber phase'S' is obtained by subtractinq 'L' from

the signal measured at 24 IJs. The ORC is determined using the equation:

ORe (%) =100 x FS/ (F.S+L) ..... 1.1

Where 'F' is the ratio of hydrogen content of the aqueous phase (assumed

close to that of water) and of rubber.

1.5.7: The titration method

In NR latex, the rubber particles have on their surface an adsorbed

layer of proteins and other ions that are negatively charged. The quantity of

adsorbed anions in turn depends on the size and number of particles present

in unit volume of latex and hence on the ORC of the latex. Since coagulation

is a process in which adsorbed anions formed from different sources in latex

are neutralized by a coagulant, there can be a relation between adsorbed

anions and amount of coagulant utilized for coagulation. If latex can be

coagulated immediately, then a correlation can be found between the dry

rubber content and the amount of coagulant required for coagulation.

Normally, fresh latex coagulation is a slow process and hence it has to be

sensitized for quick coagulation. It has been reported that latex containing

fatty acid soaps and other surfactants gets coagulated very fast by addition of
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acids""O When fatty acid soaps are added to latex, the fatty acid anions

cause displacement of protein molecules and get strongly adsorbed on rubber

particles, In this way the protein - stabilized latex gets transformed into soap

- stabilized system". When acid is added to soap treated latex the adsorbed

soap anions react with acid to form undissociated fatty acid, thus depriving the

latex particles of stabilizers, As a consequence, latex coagulates

irnmediately'". Assuming uniform size and spherical shape for rubber

particles in latex, the number of particles present in unit volume of latex (N)

and volume fraction of the dispersed polymer (<p) are related by the

equation'".

N = 6rp/TT x3
..... 1.2

where x is the diameter of the particles" et> is a parameter related to ORC and

N is proportional to the quantity of soap adsorbed. The above two

assumptions are not fully true for NR latex particles, Even though there is

variation in particle size, it is reported" that latices of different clones and

different age groups have maximum number of particles with size in the range

of 1 IJm, Similarly the shape of rubber particles may vary but the majority are

of spherical shape. Considering these factors, Equation (1.1) can become

valid for fresh NR latex. As ORC of latex increases, the total adsorbed soap

increases and the acid required to coagulate latex also increases, Thus, from

the volume of acid required for coagulation of latex, it is possible to determine

the ORC of latex.
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1.5.8: The dielectric method

An elementary parallel plate capacitor consists of two conducting

plates. electrically isolated from one another by an insulating medium. The

capacitance (C) of this elementary capacitor is proportional to (i) the cross -

sectional area A of the plates, (ii) the permittivity (or dielectric constant K) of

the insulating medium and (iii) the reciprocal of the separation, t, between the

plates. The relation is given by'·'

C = Kfj
t

.1.3

If the area of the plates and the separation between them are kept constant,

the capacitance of the capacitor is directly proportional to the dielectric

constant or permittivity of the medium. If there is a direct relation between the

ORC and dielectric constant of latex, then the same relationship holds good

for the capacitance and ORC of rubber latex, if used as the dielectric. Hence

it is possible to calculate the ORC of latex by measuring the capacitance of

latex using capacitive techniques.

1.6: Shortcomings of the existing methods

Rapid determination of ORC is very important for commercial

exchange of natural rubber latex and for making various decisions related to

products manufacturing. Ever since the commencement of commercial

exploitation of natural rubber trees, hunt for a viable and quick method for
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determination of ORC had prominence. The Malaysian Rubber Board, in the

year 1983, took an initiative to create awareness among researchers across

the globe by announcing competition to honor an inventor who could design

and develop a reliable and quick electronic ORC measurement system with

reasonable accuracy. Though there were 83 entries to the competition, none

of them could win the prize. A consolation prize was then awarded to the

inventors of ORC measurement techniques based on microwave attenuation

and turbidity. The main drawbacks of these systems were that they could not

be used in the field, have limited accuracy, and are expensive. Oue to these

limitations these have not gained much popularity among the stakeholders in

the rubber industry. The technique based on low pulsed NMR and spin- echo

techniques are also reported for ORC measurement. The major shortcomings

of these techniques are that they are not accurate and are very expensive,

involving heavy capital investment and can be used only under standard

laboratory conditions by a specialist.

The Metrolac or hydrometer method is the most widely used one for

rapid determination of ORC. The main limitation of this method is that it

measures the ORC with an error up to 11 % and hence only an approximate

value can be obtained. The hydrometer method is widely used for getting an

approximate value of the ORC.

The most accurate method having international recognition is the

standard laboratory method (gravimetric method). However, the main

limitations of this method are that it is time consuming, labour intensive,
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unsuitable for use in the field, not environment friendly, requires skilled

manpower and involves heavy capital investment for setting up chemical!

instrumentation laboratory for handling the test samples.

Many researchers also have reported laboratory methods such as

latex film dialysis, specific heat and titration methods for DRC determination.

Though they could determine the DRC within reasonable time, they are not

very accurate, are labour intensive, cannot be used in the field, require capital

investment and skilled labour.

The main disadvantage of the dielectric method is that the system

often shows erratic readings owing to the presence of adulterants and due to

ionic activity in the latex.

1.7: Outline of the work presented in this thesis

In this thesis, results of our work on the design and development of

different instrumentation systems for the rapid determination of Dry Rubber

Content in natural rubber latex are reported. We have developed five different

techniques to measure DRC of latex. These are based on the Fourier

Transform Infrared Spectroscopy, Thermo Gravimetric Analysis (TGA),

Capacitance measurement, Near Infrared Spectroscopy (NIRS) and

Differential Scanning Calorimetry. The thesis is presented in six chapters. In

the first chapter we have briefly discussed the history of natural rubber, its

chemical as well as physiological properties, existing techniques used for
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ORC estimation and their shortcomings. We have carried out IR absorption

studies using Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) spectroscopy

and thermal properties by employing the Thermo Gravimetric Analysis (TGA)

of natural rubber latex. We could see that the normalized differential

transmittance around 835 cm" in the MlR spectra exhibit a good relation with

ORC values. In TGA analysis we have observed that the mass normalized

percentage weight loss between room temperature and 100°C (at a definite

heating rate) exhibit a good correlation with corresponding ORC values. The

experimental set up, results obtained and discussion in each case are

included in chapter Two. A capacitive transducer was designed and fabricated

to study the change in capacitance of latex samples with their ORC values. It

is observed that the change in capacitance values with ORC for different latex

samples exhibit a good relation. The principle of the capacitance method,

constructional details of the capacitive transducer, experimental set up, results

and discussion are included in chapter three We have carried out NIR

reflectance studies on various latex samples with an internal diffuse

reflectance attachment in a UV-Vis-NIR Spectrophotometer We have noticed

that the NIR reflectance (or inverse absorption) of latex samples exhibit a

minimum (or peak in absorption) at 1460 nm due to the molecular vibrations

of water molecules present in the latex. The change in reflectance at this

particular wavelength is proportional the ORC of the latex samples. The

principle of the method, the experimental set up, results and discussion are

included in chapter four. We have also carried out systematic measurement of
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the mass normalized change in enthalpy of a series of rubber latex samples at

a definite heating rate using a Differential Scanning Calorimeter and found

that there is a direct correlation between the DRC values and the enthalpy

change over a defined temperature change. The experimental method, results

obtained and a discussion of the results are included in chapter five of this

thesis. Finally, in chapter six the summary and general conclusions of the

work including scope for doing further work in the area are incorporated.
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CHAPTER TWO

Estimation of Dry Rubber Content in Natural

Rubber Latex by FTIR Spectroscopy and TGA

Techniques

In this chapter we present the work done on the estimation of DRe in

rubber latex using two analytical techniques viz. Fourier Transform Infrared

Spectroscopy (FTIR) and Thermo Gravimetric Analysis (TGA) techniques.

Details of the experimental methods and the results obtained are presented in

the following sections

2.1: Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy

2.1.1: Introduction

In the mid-infrared (MlR) range, the region in which FTIR typically

operates, all organic compounds interact with infrared radiation, yielding

compound specific absorption characteristics whose intensity follows the

Beer's law'. The MlR range extending from wave number 4000 crn' to 400

cm-1 provide direct information concerning the specific constituents in the

sample, as well as their characteristic molecular structure/ and chemical

composition" .. In the region of wave numbers between 4,000 crn' and 1,500

cm', in general, there is absorption by various stretching modes of functional
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groups of molecules, and the region below 1,500 crn' is significant for

deformation, bending, and ring vibrations and is frequently referred to as the

fingerprint region of the spectrum'.

Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy can effectively provide

chemical information about the structure and composition of biological

materials at the molecular level, expanding the applications of vibrational

spectroscopy?". This noninvasive, convenient, and rapid technique has been

applied to the study of various types of healthy and malignant tissues and is a

powerful tool in investigating the biochemistry of cancer 1015 The technique

also has promising potential for detecting cancer at an early stage. FTIR

spectroscopy has been successfully used to diagnose multiple kinds of

carcinoma, such as stomach, colon, liver, esophagus, lung, gall bladder,

breast, and parotid gland ' 6.
2e

Originally introduced by Naumann and co-workers'P'", FTIR

spectroscopy is a fast technique for classification and identification of

mrcroorcanrsms":". Moreover, it is a valuable tool for rapid screening of

environmental isolates". FTIR is a very cost-efficient technique which allows a

rapid and simple identification of micro-orqanisms'" in several situations.

2,1.2: Principle ofthe method

In a FTIR instrument, the monochromator and the slits in a conventional

instrument are replaced by an interferometer, usually of Michelson type. In the

interferometer (Fig. 2.1), a beam of IR radiation is divided into two by means

of a beam splitter A path difference between the beams is introduced
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whereupon they are allowed to recombine. In this way, interference between

the beams is realized and the intensity of the output beam from the

interferometer can be monitored as a function of path difference using an

appropriate detector.

Fixed Mirror

IR
$OUrte

Beam
splitter

A

,
""""""""""

,)
"""""""""

B

extreme mirror

/ pooltlono "...

• •
Movable Mirror

To Sampleend
Detector

Fig. 2.1: Schematic layout of a Michelson Interferometer.

Mathematically, the signal treatment can be described in the following

way. If /(x) is the intensity of the beam measured at the detector at a

displacement of the movable mirror by x cm, and if B (v) represents the

intensity of the source as a function of frequency v, the equation for the signal

at the detector (i.e. the interferogram) can be written as

I(x) = B (v) COS2TTVX .....2.1
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For a dichromatic source (with frequencies v, and V2), the signal at the

detector is the sum of two cosine waves given by

I(x) = B (v,) COS2TTV,X + B (v) COS2TTV2X .... 2.2

For a polychromatic source, as in a real instrument, the detector output, which

is the interferogram, is related to the spectrum by

+00

[(x) ~ 1 rr i B (v ) cos 2rrvxdv
2 -00

The spectrum is related to the interferogram by the following relation,

+00

B (v ) = [(x) icos 2rrvxdx

.... 2.3

.... 2.4

Equations 2.3 and 2.4 relate an interferogram signal to an infrared single

beam spectrum through Fourier transformation

2.1.3: Experimental procedure

The analysis of latex samples have been carried out using a Thermo

Nicolet Make Avatar 370 FTIR Spectrometer. The quality and reproducibility

of the results are ensured through automatic system and accessory

recognition. The heart of the instrument is an Enhanced Synchronization

Protocol (ESP) technology which brings integration and intelligence in every

measurement. Despite its compact size, the instrument offers a full size

sample compartment which holds a wide range of accessories required for

sample analysis. The system accessory modules of the system provide an

unprecedented level of communication with the Nicolet system. Unique
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features of the spectrophotometer include permanent alignment of optics for

better performance, rugged and enclosed design for optics, automatic

recognition for optics and diagnostic checks to ensure optimal performance

and check for human errors. Other features of the instrument include quick

equilibrium time when an accessory is changed, multimedia tutorials help to

use maximum potential, spectral quality checks and suggest improvements for

quality FTIR results. The system is loaded with Val Q spectrometer validation

package based on the ASTM Standard for FTIR to verify systems

performance in compliance with ISO and GLP criteria. The system hardware

consists of a base plate, diamond tuned, pinned in place mirrors, pinned and

pre aligned Ever Glo Source for easy replacement, interferometer with drive

and DSP control, reference He- Ne laser and DTGS detector for signal

detection etc. Entire function of the spectrophotometer is controlled using the

OMMC software loaded in a stand alone computer. The block diagram of the

FTIR instrumentation system is shown in Figure 2.2 and a photograph of the

FTIR spectrophotometer is shown in Fig 2.3.

The FTIR spectrum of the latex samples from 2500 crn' to 500 cm-' is

obtained using Attenuated total reflectance (ATR) technique in the

transmission mode. Latex sample of volume 2-3 ml spread over a ZnSe

crystal is allowed to homogeneously distribute the sample over the crystal.

The ATR assembly is loaded in to the instrument and the background

spectrum is recorded. The spectrum is reordered for several latex samples.
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The latex samples for all the experiments described in this work, were

collected from the experimental field of Rubber Research Institute of India,

Kotlayam, Kerala, India. For the work reported in this paper, latex samples

(Clone: RRII 105, Year of planting: 1989-93, 0 3 tapping system) with wide

variations in ORC were collected. The latex samples were prepared after

filtration, 10-15 ml of each sample was collected in separate containers to

determine their ORC values following the standard laboratory procedure and

another 2-3 ml of latex for FTIR measurements, as outlined above.

J-.- MovingJ Mi<m'

V 0• Beamsplitter

Stationary
,

Sample

Mirror
Inlerterometer

I

--------------Electronic links

Detector

Computer

• Source

Figure 2.2: Block diagram of a FTIR Spectrophotometer
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Figure 2.3: Photograph of FTIR Spectrophotometer

2.1.4: Results and Discussion

Figure 2.4 shows the FTIR absorption spectrum of one sample of

natural rubber latex. We can notice a distinct absorption around 835 ern:' .

which can be interpreted as due to the absorption by solid rubber (isoprene)

molecules. The absorption at 1375 ern" is due the carbohydrate molecules

present in the latex. Such spectra have been recorded for a number of

different latex samples. The IR absorption spectra for two representative

samples between 1DaDem" and 650 cm" are shown in Figures 2.5 and 2.6.
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The differences in transmittance between 830 ern" and 840 cm ' have been

determined for each sample. The % ORC values of all these samples have

been determined separately following the laboratory drying method. Figure

2.7 shows the variation of % normalized differential transmittance around 835

cm:' with corresponding % ORC values. It can be seen that the normalized

differential transmittance between 830cm-1 and 840cm-1 varies linearly with %

ORC with a positive correlation coefficient of 0.91. The sensitivity of

normalized differential transmittance to % ORC works out to 0.24 % / % ORC.

Figure 2.8 shows the transmittance spectra of samples with different

ORC values around 1375 cm-1. The % transmittance at 1375 cm-1 for

different samples have been determined and plotted against the

corresponding % ORC values, determined following the laboratory drying

method. This variation is shown in fig. 2.9. It can be seen that this variation

exhibits a negative correlation of 0.91.

The purpose of this study is to analyze the absorption pattern of latex

samples at specific wave numbers in the MIR range, which are the

characteristic absorption wave numbers for carbohydrates and natural rubber

present in the latex. We could see that the IR absorption is very high at these

wavelengths. We assume that the absorption of IR at wave numbers around

835 cm' is significant for deformation, bending, and ring vibrational modes of

rubber molecules, a monomer of isoprene, present in the latex.
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Figure 2.4: FTIR absorption spectrum of one sample of natural rubber latex.
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Figure 2.5: Variation of % transmittance around wave number between 1000

crn' and 650 ern" with % ORe of latex.
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Figure 2.6: Variation of % transmittance around wave number between 1000

cm' and 650 crn' with % DRe of latex
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Figure 2.7: Variation of %normalized differential transmittance around wave

number 835 ern" with % DRC of latex.
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Figure 2.8: Transmittance spectra of different samples (with different % ORe

values around 1375 cm" .
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Figure 2.9: Variation of % transmittance at wave number 1375 cm" with %

ORe of latex.
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2.1.5: Conclusions

The analysis of IR spectra of natural rubber latex using FTIR

spectroscopy in the MlR range has established a direct relation between the

normalized differential transmittance at specific wavelengths with the ORC

values of the natural rubber latex following laboratory drying method. It is

found that the IR absorption at specific wavelengths is due the molecular

vibrations of carbohydrates and natural rubber present in natural rubber latex.

Though we have established a direct relation between IR transmittance at

specific wave numbers 835 crn' and 1375 cm' and ORC, we have not

studied the IR absorption of non rubber constituents such as lutoids, proteins,

lipids and inorganic salts. We assume that the effect of these on the

measurements at 835 cm' and 1375 cm-1 is not significant as their

characteristic IR absorptions are at different wave numbers of the IR

spectrum. Further, we have not studied the effect of anticoagulants and

adulterants in latex samples on IR reflectance. We think that the information

provided by the present investigations would be useful for quick quantification

of dry rubber content in natural rubber latex. In this work we have been able

to show that FTIR spectroscopy can be developed in to an accurate technique

for the estimation of the ORC of rubber latex, though it does not overcome

other limitations such as being expensive and requiring skilled personnel for

measurement.

The information collected from the study will be useful in designing a

practical ORC measurement system with suitable IR sources and detectors.
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With the FTIR technique, quick estimation of the DRC of latex is possible as it

quantifies the rubber content directly and other biochemical elements present

in the latex do not influence the measurement. Such a system can be

accurate, environmental friendly and can be used in the field without the

assistance of any skilled personnel. We think that the design and development

of a DRC measurement system based on this technique is viable.

2.2: Thermo Gravimetric Analysis

2.2.1: Introduction

In thermo gravimetric analysis (TGA) the mass of a sample in a

controlled atmosphere is recorded continuously as a function of temperature

or time as the temperature of the sample is increased (usually linearly with

time). A plot of mass or mass percent as a function of time is called

thermoqram" or a thermal decomposition curve". The TGA technique is

widely employed for qualitative as well as qualitative analysis of a wide variety

of chemical compounds. Applications of the TGA instrumentation system are

analysis of chemical composition of samples, identification of decomposition

temperatures, oil volatility measurements, flammability studies, heat of

transition, thermal stability analysis, oxidative stability analysis and transition

temperature detection. TGA techniques are widely employed for flammability

tests on covers of rubber conveyor belts", pyrolysis kinetics of cotton

fabrics", thermal degradation of polychlal fiber/cotton blend", analysis of a

cellulosic fabric'", kinetic analyses of non-isothermal decomposition of
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organometallic arylidene polyester", analysis bauxite ore", study H,O bound

to samples of illite-1 M, illite-2M, and leucophyllite-1 M''', analysis to elucidate

water-repellency changes in heated soils", characterization of heavy weight

and light weight polypropylene prosthetic mesh explants from a single

patient'" , properties of fibrillated collagen scaffolds'" and so on.

2.2.2: Principle of the method

The new generation thermo gravimetric instruments consists of (1) a

sensitive analytical balance, (2) a furnace, (3) a purge gas system for

providing an inert atmosphere and (4) a microcomputer I microprocessor for

instrument control , data acquisition and display. In addition, a purge gas

switching system is a common option for application in which the purge gas or

mist gas must be changed during experiment. The thermo balance of TGA

system normally provides quantitative information about samples ranging in

mass from 1 mg to 100 g and the most common balance available in the latest

system has a range from 5 mg to 20 mg. The block diagram of a TGA

instrument and a photograph of the instrument used in the present

investigations are shown in figures 2.10 and 2.11 respectively.

The sample holder is housed in the furnace and rest of the balance is

isolated from the furnace. A change in sample mass causes a deflection of

the beam, which interposes a light shutter between a lamp and one of two

photo diodes. The resulting imbalance in the photo diode current is amplified

and fed in to a coil, which is situated between the poles of a permanent

magnet. The magnetic field generated by the current in the coil restores the
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New generation system employs a dedicated computer for instrument

control and data processing. The furnace of a TGA system operates within a

temperature range typically from ambient to 1500oC. The rate of cooling or

heating of furnaces can be from somewhat greater than zero up to

200°C/minute. Inert gases such as nitrogen or argon can be used in these

furnaces to prevent oxidation of samples.

2.2.3: Experimental procedure

In this work, we have used a Perkin Elmer Diamond TGIDTA to carry

out thermo gravimetric analysis of different sets of latex samples. The

temperature of the instrument is calibrated with ready for use lead or tin pills.

The temperature range of this instrument is from ambient to 1500oC. After the

calibration one aluminum pan is placed on the sample pan of the

microbalance kept in the furnace of the instrument. The weight difference

between sample pan and the reference pan is nullified. Fresh natural rubber

latex samples collected directly from the field are used for the TGA analysis.

Each latex sample of weight 5-10 mg is placed directly in the aluminum pan

after filtration. The sample is heated from 30°C to 170°C at a heating rate of

10°C/minute under standard laboratory conditions. The thermograms of 12

different latex samples collected from 12 different trees have been recorded.

The weight loss in each case is determined and plotted against temperature.

The latex samples for all the experiments described in this work

have been collected from the experimental field of Rubber Research Institute
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of India, Kottayam, Kerala, India. Fresh latex samples from different trees

(Clone: RRII 105, Year of planting: 1989-93, 03 tapping system) with wide

variations in ORC are collected. The latex samples are filtered and 10-15 ml

of each sample is collected in separate containers to determine their ORC

values following the standard laboratory drying method and another 10-15 mg

of each for TGA measurement, as outlined above.

2.2.4: Results and Discussion

Figures 2.12 (A-C) show the TGA curves for three representative latex

samples, recorded from 30°C to 170°C at a heating rate of 10°C per minute.

At the end of the heating cycle, the residue remaining in the pan is the dry

rubber portion of the sample. Such TGA plots have been recorded for all the

samples. The masses of the residues in each case have been expressed as

% mass losses between 30°C and 120°C. The mass losses for each sample

have been plotted against the corresponding ORC values determined

following the laboratory drying method. This variation is shown in Fig. 2.13. It

can be seen that the % mass loss varies linearly with ORC values, which is an

expected result. This variation has a positive correlation of 0.96.

The objective of this study is to see the variation of weight loss with

ORC values when the sample is subjected to a controlled temperature

program. The very purpose of this work is to establish the relation, if any,

between changes in weight of the latex sample as water escapes from it with

its ORC value and see whether it can be used as a technique to measure the
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DRC values of unknown samples. We could establish a good correlation

between DRC values and the % weight loss values.

Figure 2.12: Thermograms of three representative samples (A-C)

Fig. 2. 12 (A)
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Fig. 2.12 (B)
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Figure 2.13: Variation of % weight loss determined by with corresponding

ORe values obtained from laboratory drying method.
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Figure 2.14 : Thermogram of one undiluted centrifuged latex.

Fig, 2,14 (A)
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Fig. 2.14 (B): Thermogram of centrifuged latex diluted with 50 % water.
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Fig.2.14 (C): Thermogram of centrifuged latex diluted with 66 % water.
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Fig. 2.14 (D): Thermogram of centrifuged latex diluted with 75 % water.
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Figures 2.14 (A-D) show the % change in weight loss with

temperature for one centrifugal latex sample and diluted with 50%. 66% and
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75% water. A comparison of figures 2.13 and 2.14 show that the weight loss

between 30°C and 120°C is parimarily due to loss of water from the samples.

2.2.5: Conclusions

Thermal analysis of natural rubber latex following TGA technique has

established a direct correlation with DRC values of rubber latex when

subjected to a controlled temperature program between 30°C and 170°C. It is

found that the loss of water from the sample is mainly responsible for the

weight loss during the process. This result is in tune with the fact that loss of

water present in the latex is responsible for this change. The TGA technique

provides an accurate technique to determine the percentage change of weight

loss during the process and is related to the DRC value, which is an expected

result. Further, the results on the percentage change in weight loss of

centrifuged latex diluted with water (50 %, 66% and 75%), shown in figures

2.14 (A-C) strongly support the interpretation of the results on the raw

samples in terms of differing DRC values. During the study, though we could

establish a direct relation with change in weight loss due to heating, we have

not been able to separate the effects of non rubber constituents such as

lutoids, carbohydrates, proteins, lipids and inorganic salts in this reaction.

Moreover, it has not been possible to study the effect of anticoagulants and

adulterants on latex samples in a TGA thermogram. We think that the

information provided by the present investigations would be useful for quick

quantification of dry rubber content in natural rubber latex and to design
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quality standards for the products manufactured using natural rubber latex. In

this work we have been able to show that Thermo Gravimetric Analysis is an

accurate technique for the estimation of the ORe of rubber latex, though it

does not overcome other limitations such as being expensive and requiring

skilled personnel for measurement.
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CHAPTER THREE

Measurement of Dry Rubber Content in Natural

Rubber Latex with a Capacitive Transducer

3.1: Introduction

In October 1745, Ewald Georg van Kleist of Pomerania in Germany

invented the first recorded capacitor, a glass jar with water inside as one plate

held, on the hand which acted as the other plate. A wire in the mouth of the

bottle received charges from an electric machine, and released it as a spark'.

A typical capacitor consists of a pair of conductors separated by a thin layer of

dielectric substance - that is, by an electrical insulator that contains essentially

no mobile, current - carrying, charged species. The simplest capacitor

consists of two sheets of metal foil separated by a thin film of dielectric such

as air, oil, plastic, mica, paper, ceramic, or metal oxide. A useful property of a

capacitor is its ability to store an electrical charge for a period of time and then

to release the stored charge when needed" The capacity is defined as the

charge that the capacitor can store per unit of potential difference between the
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plates. The capacity of a condenser is increased by interposing a dielectric

material between the plates'.

In tensammetry the capacitance of the electrical double layer of an

electrode is measured. The capacitance value is strongly influenced by the

presence of absorbing species. Although tensammetry is possible at all kinds

of electrode surfaces, mercury is the most widely used electrode material'.

Detectors with mercury electrodes (mercury-coated', dropping mercury':", and

hanging or static rnodes") are mainly used for the determination of substances

in solutions. Other electrode materials based on the capacitance principle

have also been developed. A tantalum capacitance sensor is used for the

detection of proteins by immunochemical binding reactions'. Berggren and

Johansson immobilized monoclonal antibodies on gold substrates. The

antibody layers and their interactions with antigens in solution were

investigated with capacitance measurements and with cyclic voltammetry. The

capacitance change versus the logarithm of antigen concentration is linear

over three decades" A gas sensitive semiconductor based on a palladium

MOS field effect capacitor for the determination of ammonia in air and

aqueous solutions has also been described'. The main problem in preparing a

stationary working electrode for tensammetric measurements is the formation

of a homogeneous and well-defined surface'. Double layers are not a special

feature of the electrode-electrolyte interfaces; they are a general consequence

of the junction of two phases at a boundary". Owing to its high dielectric
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constant (78.5 at 25°C) water is the primary species, which can be measured

by changes of the capacitance". Capacitive transducers are used for root

extent measurement" of plants and estimating root mass in maize".

Time-resolved patch clamp capacitance measurements are now widely

used to study the changes in plasma membrane area associated with

exocytosis and endocytosis" For high resolution recordings, a sinusoidal

voltage is added to the holding potential, and the resulting current is analyzed

by a two-phase lock-in amplifier. When the phase of the lock-in amplifier is

properly adjusted, the two outputs directly provide the changes of membrane

conductance in one channel and the changes of membrane capacitance in the

other channeI50
.
53

. This method is widely used to detect very small

capacitance changes and the opening of individual fusion pores in single

secretory granules 54
.
5

?

Capacitive transducers are extensively used for measuring various

physical parameters such as displacement", mass", torque", micrometer

displacernents", force", strain", speed":", accelecratlon", noise",

distance". surface terce", pressure", dielectric parameters" and contact

stitfness". Another major application of capacitive transducers is in

Ultrasonics17,204659-65,67·80 and its imaging27 29. Capacitive transducers are also

used for the detection of chemicals", endotoxin" and even heavy metals".
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In textile manufacturing, capacitive transducers are used for the

measurement of yarn evenness parameters" and liquid absorption in non

woven fabric". Capacitive transducers are used in multi sensor systems",

acoustic emission" and diffraction loss'i'measurements, two dimensional

space time analysts", and in miniature microphones". In agriculture,

capacitive transducers are widely employed for the measurement of water

intake of plants", soil water content": 85-87. 89-90,97, soil salinity effects": 91-92, soil

water dynamics 91
-
94

, soil analysts":", herbage yield100 and for irrigation

control".

In this work, our objective is to develop a method to determine the

DRC of rubber latex, by measuring the variation of the capacitance of a

specially designed capacitive transducer with the latex acting as the dielectric.

The method is found to be accurate, fast, inexpensive, user-friendly and

adaptable to varying environmental conditions. The correlation of DRC values

with capacitance variation and the related electrical properties, such as

impedance, loss factor etc. are established and discussed. The shortcomings

and limitations of the method are also discussed.

3.2: Principle of the Method

An elementary parallel plate capacitor consists of two conducting

plates, electrically isolated from one another by an insulating medium. The

capacitance (C) of this elementary capacitor is proportional to (i) the cross -
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sectional area A of the plates, (ii) the permittivity (or dielectric constant K) of

the insulating medium and (iii) the reciprocal of the separation, t, between the

plates. The relation is given by101

C = M
t

.... 3.1

If the area of the plates and the separation between them are kept constant,

the capacitance of the capacitor is directly proportional to the dielectric

constant or permittivity of the medium. If there is a direct relation between the

DRC and dielectric constant of latex, then the same relationship should hold

good for the capacitance and DRC of rubber latex, if used as the dielectric. A

capacitor, when connected to a sinusoidal voltage source, responds to it

sinusoidally with definite impedance following the relation,

v=Vo e'" ... 3.2

where the angular frequency (0 = 2lTf, stores, f being the test frequency

When vacuum is it's dielectric, the induced a charge,

Q =CoV

and draws a charging current given by

le = QQ =jrvCoV,
d!

.... 3.3

.3.4
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10 Cosot --

10

v; Sin wt 90

Fig 3.1: Current -voltage relation in an ideal capacitor

which leads the voltage by a temporal phase angle of 900 (Fig. 3.1). Co is the

vacuum (or geometrical) capacitance of the capacitor. Here, V is the

instantaneous voltage, Vo is the peak value of voltage, eo is the signal angular

frequency and t is the time. When filled with a dielectric medium of absolute

permittivity E', the capacitance value gets modified as

.......3.5,

where C, is the capacitance with air or vacuum as the dielectric, Eo is the

permittivity of free space and K' is the dielectric constant of the medium. A

dielectric material with higher relative permittivity enhances the storage

capacity of a capacitor by neutralizing the charges at the electrode surfaces,

which otherwise would have contributed to the applied external field. The

impedance of a capacitor is not a pure reactance, but is modified by the series

resistance of the leads and plates, losses in the dielectric, parallel resistance
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of the plates and leakage effects. One way to handle this complex situation is

to combine all these effects in to an equivalent series resistance (Rs) ,

measured directly with an impedance bridge or indirectly with instruments

such as Q meters. The overall impedance of the system is given by

Z=R+jX .. 3.6

where X is the reactance of the capacitor. The impedance, Z, is the inverse

of admittance, Y,

or, y= 1/Z

or Y= G+jB

......3.7

......3.8

where G =1/R and B =w Cp

Here G is the conductance, Cp is the parallel plate capacitance and B is the

susceptibility of the medium.

oi =2Jr t, f being the test frequency.

The dissipation factor 0 can be expressed as

0= 1/Q ...... 3.9

where Q is the quality factor. The equivalent resistance (R) of the capacitor is

given by

R= IZI cos () ....... 3.10
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where IZI = V(R2 +X2
) , and () = ten" (XlR), () being the phase lag due to

capacitive reactance.

3.3: Capacitance Transducer Design and Measurement

Method

3.3.1: General description

Experimental set up presented in this chapter consists of a specially

designed capacitive transducer and an LCR (Inductance, Capacitance,

Resistance) meter. The designed capacitive transducer consists of six

concentric metallic cylinders with increasing diameters, insulated from each

other and firmly fixed Each cylinder acts as the plate of a capacitor with the

alternate cylinders connected externally in parallel to increase the effective

area of the electrodes.

The equivalent diagram of the capacitor combination and a schematic

diagram of the assembled capacitive transducer are shown in Figures 3.2 and

3.3 respectively. The block diagram of the experimental set up used for

measurements is shown in Figure 3.4. The effective capacitance of the

capacitive transducer is C and is given by

........ 311
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Terminals (Parallel connection)

A (C, C3, C5) B (C2 C4 , C6)

l-.
Spacers

C, c. C3 C. C5 C. C5C. C3 c. C,

Fig 3.2: Assembled capacitive transducer

Figure 3.2 shows arrangement of the individual capacitors in the capacitance

transducer. The capacitance transducer is fabricated using six hollow tubes

(Aluminum) of increasing diameters. The tubes are finely machined to obtain

a uniform wall thickness throughout its length. The length of each tube is

seven centimeters and all the tubes are arranged according to the diameters

as shown in the figure. The cylinders are placed 1 mm apart and insulated

using a Teflon spacer. Holes of size 0.5 mm are drilled into the walls of the

tubes vertically to take out the connection leads. High quality wires are

positioned into these holes and punched using special tools. The connections
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are checked thoroughly to ensure that there are no failures. Parallel

connections are derived from the transducer as shown in the figure.

Assembled tubes are then firmly fixed on a Teflon sheet to hold the tubes in

position.

C6

Fig 3.3: Equivalent Capacitive transducer

Capacitive LCR
transducer Meter Display

! !
Latex under

test

Fig 34: Block diagram of the measurement set up
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This capacitive transducer is immersed in a beaker containing a

constant volume of latex (400 ml), whose capacitance is to be measured. The

terminals A and B of the assembled capacitive transducer (Figure 3.1) are

connected to an LCR meter (Agilent Technologies Model 4263 B) for

measuring the capacitance with natural rubber latex as the dielectric medium.

The capacitance, as well as other parameters, is measured at a frequency of

100Hz under standard laboratory conditions. All measurements have been

carried out within four hours of collecting the samples from the collection

Centre. Other parameters such as resistance (R), dissipation factor (0),

impedance (Z) and susceptibility (G) are also measured with the same LCR

meter. All these parameters for different samples with different DRC values

are measured under the same physical and environmental conditions for

direct comparison.

3.3.2: Sample collection and preservation for

measurement

The latex samples for all the experiments described in this work, are

collected from the Factory Management Division (FMD) of Rubber Research

Institute of India, Kotlayam, Kerala, India. This division collects latex from

small holders as well as from the experimental farm of Rubber Research

Institute of India to make value added latex products. For the work presented

in this thesis, latex samples (Clone: RRII 105, Year of planting: 1989-93, D3

tapping system) with wide variations in DRC are collected. The latex samples
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are collected after filtration and an anticoagulant is added to each sample to

preserve it. The amount of anticoagulant (Ammonia) added to each sample is

kept constant to ensure that the effect of the anticoagulant is the same in all

measurements. After the preparation of latex samples by adding the

anticoagulant, 10-15 ml of each sample is collected in separate containers to

determine their DRC values following the standard laboratory drying method

and another 400 ml of the latex for capacitance measurement, as outlined

above. The general procedure of the laboratory drying method is to coagulate

a known weight of representative sample of the latex with dilute acetic acid,

sheet the coagulum and dry it at about 75°C in an oven. The DRC of the latex

is therefore the percentage by weight of the dry sheet over the weight of latex

under test

3.4: Results and Discussion

The experimental data collected from a series of measurements on

different sets of samples are presented in Table 3.1. The parameters

tabulated and their units are listed at the bottom of the table. The estimated

uncertainties of each of the parameters are also indicated in this table. Figures

3.7 to 3.10 show the variations of series and parallel capacitance values of the

capacitive transducer as well as other parameters with DRC of the latex. The

results obtained are analyzed using standard statistical tools.

The parallel and series capacitance values exhibit high negative

correlations (-0.84 and -0.86 respectively), whereas the Dissipation factor (D)
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and Resistance (R) exhibit a high positive correlations (0.76 and 0.79

respectively). Impedance (Z) shows a medium positive correlation (0.59). The

uncertainties indicated in the figures take into account all the uncertainties

involved in the measurement of ORC and capacitance values. One can notice

that both series and parallel capacitances of the capacitor are inversely

proportional to the ORC of the latex The proportionality constants obtained

are 0.123nF/%ORC and 0.117nF/%ORC respectively.

The purpose of this work is to see whether a relation between the ORC

of rubber latex with its dielectric properties could be established. With a

proper design of the present capacitive transducer, we see that the

capacitance, in general, is inversely proportional to the ORC and it can be

measured with sufficient sensitivity and accuracy. The other electricall

dielectric properties naturally follow the dielectric constant or permittivity of the

medium. For the design of a practical measuring instrument one need not

measure all the parameters presented in Table 3.1. We find that the series

capacitance of the measuring capacitor is most sensitive to variations in ORC

compared to other measured parameters.

While designing a practical ORC meter following this scheme, one

need to provide provision to measure just the series capacitance accurately.

We think that such an instrument can be made at a comparatively low cost

and the measurements can be done in the field with a battery- operated

instrument. Since the ORC measurements need to be made by non- technical

personnel working at latex collection centers, it is important that the instrument
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is made user friendly and the measurements are done in a short period of

time. The design and fabrication of such an instrument, we think, is feasible.

Table 3.1: Variation of capacitance and other physical parameters with ORC

of latex.

No DRC (%) Cp (nF) Cs (nF) D R (Q) Z (Q)

1 25.2 928.4 9288 0.0234 40.75 1.7167

2 28.6 9282 9287 0.0241 4233 1.7145

3 29.2 9280 928.5 0.0248 4354 1.7147

4 30.3 927.9 9283 0.0244 42.91 17152

5 31.4 927.7 928.2 0.0246 43.50 1.7155

6 33.4 9272 9279 00251 44.38 17165

7 34.9 926.7 927.2 0.0251 44.26 1.7176

8 36.8 927.5 928.1 00249 44.19 1.7157

_._" - ---'
9 36.8 9273 927.7 0.0247 43.37 1.7164

10 38.9 927.6 928.0 0.0241 42.62 1.7160

11 40.9 926.8 927.3 0.0262 45.79 1.7169

419'- ' 0.0264'-'4735f-'172~12 9260 926.7

--~, -~

Cp- Parallel capacitance, Cs- Series capacitance, D·Oissipation factor, R·

Resistance, v: Admittance, G·Suceptance, nF· nano farad, Q. ohm, ms- milli

siemens.
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Figure 3.5: Variation of series capacitance with % ORe of latex. Measurement

uncertainties are indicated in the figure.
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Figure 3.6: Variation of parallel capacitance with % DRe of latex.

Measurement uncertainties are indicated in the figure
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Figure 3.7: Variation of dissipation factor with % DRe of latex. Measurement

uncertainties are indicated in the figure.
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Figure 3.8: Variation of resistance with % DRe of latex. Measurement

uncertainties are indicated in the figure.
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3.5: Limitations of the Method

Though we could establish a good correlation between ORC values

and the corresponding capacitance values of natural rubber latex, this

technique suffers from several limitations. Natural rubber latex, as already

explained, contains lutoids and inorganic ions which contribute to ionic activity

in this colloidal dispersion. As time passes breaking of more lutoids takes

place thereby releasing more ion pairs into the medium. These ion pairs

certainly increases the ionic activity in latex contributing to a change in

capacitance values of the latex. Owing to this activity and the possible

variation in capacitance measurements this method suffers from

nonreproducibility of the results. Another drawback of this method is the effect

of the anticoagulant. The latex, immediately after collection at the collection

centre is treated with anticoagulant for preservation. The addition of

anticoagulant also alters the polar nature of the medium and this in turn

affects the capacitance measurement. Moreover, this technique requires high

sample volume (400 ml) and so a tree - wise measurement of ORC of latex for

scientific purposes is rather difficult.

3.6: Conclusions

We have been able to establish a good correlation between ORC and

dielectric/electrical properties of natural rubber latex samples. It is found that

ORC is sensitive to the capacitance of the specially designed capacitor, which

could be used to design a practical instrument, based on the above principle.
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Even though we have been able to establish the relationships between ORC

and dielectric/electrical properties of rubber latex, we have not attempted to

bring out the microscopic phenomena responsible for the observed effects.

Further, we have not investigated the influence of non-rubber constituents and

adulterants in these measurements. Interpretation of the results in terms of the

molecular polarizability of the medium would be very informative to

understand the electrochemical processes relevant to this complex medium.

We estimate that a practical measurement system following this method will

have measurement uncertainties up to :!: 2% due to various factors. However,

we think that the measurement uncertainties can be reduced considerably by

optimizing the transducer design and measurement procedures. In spite of

these positive aspects, the method suffers from the limitations discussed

earlier. Oue to these limitations it is not advisable to make efforts to develop

instruments to measure ORC of latex based on capacitive transducers.
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CHAPTER FOUR

Near IR Spectral Response of Natural Rubber

Latex in the Reflectance Mode

4.1: Introduction

The near Infrared (NIR) region of the electromagnetic spectrum

extends from the upper wavelength end of the visible region at about 770 nm

to 2500 nm (13,000 to 4000 cm"). Absorption bands in this region are

overtones or combinations of fundamental stretching vibrational bands that

occur in the region of 3000 crnvto 1700 cm". The bonds involved are usually

C-H, N-H and O_H'·2 Near-Infrared Reflectance Spectroscopy (NIRS) is an

important tool in chemical analysis", It is a secondary technique to obtain

primary patterns (a calibration set) to analyze substances" NIRS can be used

in a laboratory for routine scanning of samples, but continual monitoring is

necessary to ensure accurate results. This system for monitoring is detailed

by Shenk et al". Traditionally, NIRS has been used to determine the

composition of agricultural products, but today, it is also used in other areas,

such as the oil industry, pharmaceuticals, polymers, food industry, and clinical
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laboratories". NIRS also has many advantages over traditional methods in that

it does not use chemical reactants and, thus, does not pollute the

environment'. Use of NIRS in chemical analysis has grown due to

development of computers and specific softwares in analytical techniques and

statistical tools". Near-infrared (NIR) techniques are quite suitable for short

wavelength (near NIR) range applications because of the inexpensive optical

sensors available today. Its other advantages include speed, simplicity, and

simultaneous measurement of a number of constituents"

In addition to the chemical composition of materials, near infrared

spectra are also influenced by the physical structure of material. The size and

shape of the particles, the voids between particles and the arrangement of

particles affect the extent of light transmission through a sample and thereby

influence the reflectance10 Near infra red reflectance spectroscopy is a non

destructive analytical technique for studying interactions between incident light

and a material surface". The technique was first developed more than three

decades ago for rapid moisture analysis of grains12 Now NIRS is the

dominant analytical technique used for grain and forage quality assessments.

Near - infrared reflectance spectroscopy is also used as an identification and!

or characterization technique in polymer and related industries13·15

Near-infrared (NIR) diffuse reflectance spectroscopy involves the

illumination of a spot on the sample with NIR light (750-2500 nm). The light is

partially absorbed and partially scattered, depending upon its interaction with

chemical components within the tissue, before being reflected back to a
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detector". The instrumental setup and basic principle of the method is similar

to that of the double-sphere method, developed by Van den Akker12 et al. in

1966 and later refined and applied to establish the NIST (National Institute of

Standards and Technology) reflectance scale":".

Keyworth (1961) first demonstrated the analytical utility of NIR

spectroscopy for measurement of water in organic solvents, since water

strongly absorbs NIR radiation with a large absorption band centered at 5200

cm'. A band of NIR radiation is passed through the sample of interest, and

the amount of water present is calculated based on the absorbance of 5200

crn' radiation. Venz and Dickens (1989) also used NIR spectroscopy to follow

and quantify water uptake in various resin composite restorative materials.

In this work, our objective is to develop a method to determine the

DRC of rubber latex, which measures the variation of the NIR absorption in

the reflectance mode. This method is found to be accurate, fast, inexpensive,

user-friendly and adaptable to varying environmental conditions. The

correlation of NIR absorption with DRC is established and discussed.

4.2: NIR spectroscopy in agriculture and food sciences

Ben-Gera and Norris12 first described the potential of near-infrared

reflectance (NIRS) spectroscopy as a technique for routine quantitative

analysis of agricultural products. The technique has extensive applications for

the analysis of constituents of agricultural crops, feeds, and foods 19,23. Its
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ability to accurately predict yield of field crops such as soybean or maize (Zea

mays L.) allows producers, economic agencies, and buyers to make decisions

with respect to crop management, pricing and available markets". Infrared

(IR) reflectance can provide an instantaneous, nondestructive, and

quantitative assessment of the crop's ability to intercept radiation and

photosynthesis" The input of reflectance into yield production models has

been shown to improve yield estimates":".

The amount of reflectance in the near IR (NIR) range is determined by

the optical properties of the leaf tissues: their cellular structure and the air-cell

wall-protoplasm-chloroplast interfaces". This technique is also used for

measuring the content of glucose in water and protein matrix. Infrared

technique is used for measuring glutamine, ammonia, lactate and glutamate in

aqueous solutions simuttaneously"?'. The most widespread use of this

technique has been for the determination of protein, moisture, starch, oil, Iipids

and cellulose in agricultural products such as grains and oil seeds".

Previous work has demonstrated the potential of NIR spectroscopy as

a tool for the rapid evaluation of detergent fiber, total dietary fiber, and the

components of dietary fiber in wheat bran mixtures, oat bran and diverse

cereal products":". NIR spectroscopy has also been investigated as a tool

for the evaluation of barley protein and moisture content and for the quality

evaluation of malt 40.42.

The NIR spectroscopy has been used to measure the contents of

various constitutes in dairy products such as milk, skim milk, milk powder,
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whey and cheese43
.
54

, The NIRS is also used for the determination of soil

carbon55
.
59

, levels of ergovaline in tall fescue?", alkaloids and phenolics in

green tea'", phosphorus In sugarcane t.eaves'", vitamin content,

carbohydrates and fats 63,

4.3: NIR spectroscopy in medical and dental sciences

Combined with advanced data processing techniques, chemometric

analysis and fiber optic technologies, NIR spectroscopy has been applied to

biomedical fields and has demonstrated a substantial potential for diagnosing

diverse clinical otseases":". NIR spectroscopy is also an alternative method

for measurement of water sorption by dental materials".

NIRS is a continuous, noninvasive bedside technique that can be

used to monitor cerebral oxyqenation":", for conducting observational study

during carotid endarterectomy", determination of thresholds for severe

cerebral ischaemia during carotid surgery, measurement of cerebral blood

volume"·'8, blood flow index", blood flow and oxygen consurnption'",

noninvasive prediction of glucose in blood I tissue":", and detection of lipid

pool, thin fibrous cap, and inflammatory cells in human aortic atherosclerotic

plaque".

Near infra red reflectance spectroscopy (NIRS) is capable of rapidly

determining various chemical parameters of forages with a high degree of

accuracy"5.8'. NIRS has been successfully used to measure the composition



and quality of single species88~89 and mixed species forages90~92 as well as to

determine animal response".

4.4: Near Infrared absorption by molecules

Absorption of light by a sample at specific wavelengths is a

characteristic property of the sample The specific wavelengths absorbed by

a sample are determined by the electronic, vibrational and! or rotational

energy levels of the atomic and for molecular species present in the sample.

In the normal transmission mode one can apply the Beer- Lambert law to

determine the concentration of a specific analyte in the sample at a specific

wavelength, given by 9'.

A =E IC .... 4.1

where, at a specific wavelength, A is the measured absorbance, £ is the molar

absorption or the extinction coefficient ( M"cm"), I is the path length (cm) and

C is the analyte concentration. The relationship between Absorbance and

Transmittance T is given by97

A =-log T .....4.2

The Beer - Lambert law describes a linear relationship between absorbance

and concentration. The absorbance or transmittance in a sample can be

measured in the normal transmission mode of a UV-Vis-NIR

Spectrophotometer under normal circumstances.
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Incident radiation

Sample

Sample

Transmitted radiation

Reflected radiation

Incident radiation

'.,

Fig 4.1: Through transmission and reflection modes of experimental set up

In addition to the normal transmission mode mentioned above, a UV-

Vis-NIR Spectrophotometer can also be used to measure the reflectance of

materials. Normal transmission and reflectance modes of measurement are

demonstrated in fig. 4.1. Reflectance refers to the intensity of light reflected
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from the surface of a sample when light is incident at an angle larger than the

critical angle for the sample. Reflectance at a specific wavelength carries the

same information as the transmittance in the normal absorption mode.

Reflectance intensity is obtained by subtracting the absorbed intensity from

the incident intensity. It is much more convenient and accurate to measure

absorbance in the reflectance mode from samples that are highly absorbing or

scattering.

A diffuse reflectance spectrophotometer is similar to a standard UV

Vis-NIR Spectrophotometer, which can provide a bandwidth narrow enough to

record well resolved spectra, yet wide enough to cover the energy levels of

interest for the sample under test. A reflectance spectrophotometer must also

have necessary optics and electronic systems of high sensitivity, and should

be able to physically accommodate the reflectance accessories. Moreover,

the instrument should have capability to measure reflectance as the

wavelength is varied.

4.5: Experimental Method

First, we tried to record Near Infrared absorption spectra of natural

rubber latex samples using a Varian Make Carry 5000 UV-Vis-NIR

spectrophotometer in the normal absorption mode. It was noticed that the

absorbance is very high throughout this spectral range and it was not possible

to resolve any of the features of the absorption spectra in this mode. Then the
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absorption spectrum in the same wavelength range was recorded in the

reflectance mode utilizing the Internal Diffuse Reflectance Attachment Model

ORA 2500 attached to the same spectrophotometer. The latex samples were

taken in rectangular Quartz cuvettes forthese measurements. The reflectance

spectra were recorded for several fresh latex samples. The spectra of the

same samples diluted with different percentages of water were also recorded

to understand the effect of dilution onthereflectance intensity.

Fig 4.2 Photograph of Varian Make Carry 5000 UV-Vis-NIR Spectrophotometer

We have used a vanan Make Carry 5000 UV-Vis-NIR

Spectrophotometer for conducting NIR reflectance studies on latex samples.
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The spectrophotometer combines with PbS smart technology extending the

wavelength range into the NIR up to 3300 nm. The Carry 5000

spectrophotometer can be used for a range of applications from quantifying

out - of - band blocking characteristics of band pass filters to measuring the

high transmission of next generation fiber optic materials The Carry 5000

UV-Vis-NIR spectrophotometer is having a wavelength range from 175 to

3300 nm and floating aluminum casting for isolating the optics from external

disturbances. The PbS NIR detector used in this instrument provides

excellent signal to noise ratio and linearity for the instrument in the NIR region.

The Schwarzschild coupling optics employed in the instrument provides

maximum level of light throughput for more accurate measurements at low

transmission levels. The silica overcoating protects the optical system of the

instrument from the environment and allows cleaning the reflective surface

without any damage to it. The spectrophotometer is equipped with variable

and fixed slit arrangements for optimum control over data resolution and the

spectral bandwidth can be set down to 0.01 nrn. The slits can be fixed in the

NIR as well as the UV - Vis regions. The photometric noise and the effect of

stray light are optimized for excellent resolution using out - of - plane double

Littrow monochromator. The other feature of the Carry 5000

spectrophotometer is the advanced electronics system which can measure the

absorbance beyond 8 Abs with reference beam attenuation. The

spectrophotometer has separate nitrogen gas purge facility for

monochromator and sample compartments for creating a neutral atmosphere
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during analysis. The lamps used in the instrument can be easily replaced and

are pre aligned requiring no adjustment. The lamp management electronic

ensures that a wide range of design can be accommodated.

Extending the PbSmart™ technology from the Cary 5000, the PbS NIR

detector is Peltier cooled and optimized in real time. This PbSmart technology

extends the performance of traditional PbS detectors. With Varian's Lock

down™ lever for installing accessories, one doesn't need any tools, saving

time. An internal ORA can be used with all of Varian's high end UV

instruments, so as to choose the detector options that best suit the needs.

Sample mounting options are provided as standard for the instrument. The

liquid sample holder is ideal for measuring the transmission of liquid samples.

It holds a standard 1 cm path length cuvette and mounts on the standard

poles. It can be placed over both the transmittance or reflectance port of the

internal ORA. When mounted in the reflectance position, it can be used to

measure the reflectance of powdered samples as well. The powder cell holder

allows for reflectance measurement of powder and paste samples. It fits in the

small sample holder and is mounted on the reflectance port of the internal

ORA This kit contains a pre-packed PTFE cell for use as a reflectance

standard, a powder cell holder for sample measurement, a funnel for easy

loading of powdered sample and small sample holder. Each cell has a quartz

window and can be used to measure samples across the 200-2500 nm

wavelength range. The powder cell holder is "plunger" operated allowing it to
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accommodate a range of sample volumes, making it ideal for measuring small

amounts of sample. The minimum practical volume is approximately 100 rnm"

(which equates to a depth of 1 mm), and the maximum volume is

approximately 1 ern". However, this is dependent on the particle size and

opacity of the sample. The double aperture attachment is used in conjunction

with the Cary Win UV Validate software to measure the photometric accuracy

of the system. The double aperture attachment mounts onto the polarizer

mount which comes standard with the internal DRA.

The latex samples for all the experiments described in this work, were

collected from the Experimental Farm of Rubber Research Institute of India,

Kottayam, Kerala, India. The essential details of the trees from which latex

samples were collected are: Clone: RRII 105, Year of planting: 1989-93, D3

tapping system). Samples with wide variations in DRC were collected for

measurement. During sample collection 10-15 ml of each sample is collected

in two separate containers to determine their DRC values following the

standard laboratory drying procedure (gravimetric method) and from

reflectance measurements, as outlined above.

4.6: Treatment with adulterants

The DRC of latex forms the basis of payments to producers and hence

its accurate estimation is very important from a commercial point of view.

Comprehensive list of adulterants or treatments which have been used in
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practice is not available, through several have been postulated by different

latex buyers". It is rather difficult to prove the use of adulterants in latex as

latex buyers find it difficult to separate the effect of adulterants from lower

ORC values of latex. So, even though use of adulterants is not proved beyond

doubts, latex buyers are always concerned about the possible use of

adulterants in latex. In this work we have carried out a systematic study with

five suspected adulterants, viz. coconut water, saturated salt solution, rice

effluent, rice water and ground water added to natural rubber latex. Latex

samples have been treated with three known concentrations (25 %, 50 %, and

75 %) of each adulterant and their reflectance measured using the UV-Vis

NIR spectrophotometer fitted with Internal ORA.

4.7: Results and Discussion

Spectral reflectance data have been recorded in a series of

measurements on different sets of samples. The variations of the reflectance

values for different latex samples as a function of wavelength in the region

1425 nm to 1500 nm are shown in Figure 4.3. The spectral responses beyond

this region are not shown because they are not of any interest for the results

presented in this work. It can be noted that the absorbance is maximum or

reflectance is minimum at 1460 nm The variation of the percentage

reflectance at 1460 nm for different latex samples with the corresponding ORC

values, measured following the laboratory drying method, is tabulated in Table
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4.1, with the corresponding variation drawn in Fig. 4.4. The results are

analyzed using statistical tools and it is found that reflectance and the % ORC

values, as shown in Table 4.1 as well as Figure 4.4, possess a correlation

better than 0.95.

The reflectance values from latex samples after dilution with different

adulterants are tabulated in Table 4.2. Figures 4.5 to 4.9 show the reflectance

of latex samples diluted with different adulterants. Treatment of latex samples

with adulterants show that the reflectance decreases with increase in the

concentration of adulterants and thus no financial advantage would accrue by

doing this, if the ORC values are measured following this technique.

Measurements indicate that addition of adulterants would show up as a

decrease in ORC values. Uncertainties in these measurements have been

estimated from repeated measurements on the same sample. The estimated

uncertainties are ~ 0.6 %, with a coverage factor of 2, at a confidence level of

95%.

The very purpose of this work is to see whether there is a relation

between optical absorption and the ORC values of rubber latex. The spectral

reflectance measurements with the internal ORA of a high resolution UV-Vis

NIR Spectrophotometer have shown that latex sample absorbs infrared

radiation strongly around 1460 nm, which is due to the water molecules

present in the latex. The reflectance intensity from the sample decreases with

the increase of water content in the latex, and hence it is proportional to the

dry rubber content of the latex.
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Table 4.1: Percentage Reflectance values in the Near IR region at 1460 nm

for samples with different DRe values (measured by gravimetric

method).

ORe (%) NIR
Serial laboratory Reflectance

No. drying method (%)
(2: 0.5%) (2:0.8%)

1 34.45 45.90

2 34.82 45.75
- --

3 35.05 45.90

4 35.81 45.79

5 3639 4583
f----~- ._----

6 37.34 46.21

7 38.61 46.03

8 39.28 46.33

9 41.51 46.27

10 44.35 46.89

11 44.77 46.86
._-

12 44.89 46.91

13 46.43 46.74

14 4864 46.94
f--

15 48.74 47.27
---
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Fig 4.4: Variation of % Reflectance with % ORe at 1460 nm in different latex

samples
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Table 4.2: Reflectance values of latex samples after dilution with different

adulterants

Name of No. of Reflectance (%) at wavelength 1460 nm

Adulterant treatment R, R, R3 R. Rs
-

T, 3262 34.12 4708 47.34 48.13

T, 32.23 3389 47.29 47.48 48.47

A, T3 3137 32.12 46.70 46.57 47.84

T4 28.05 2829 43.90 4433 45.29

Ts 3215 3190 46.93 47.79 48.28

T6 30.94 31.30 45.86 4658 47.45

A, T7 28.37 30.29 43.18 44.77 45.18

T8 31.86 33.08 46.80 4768 4790

Tg 30.41 31.13 45.63 46.53 4651

A3 TlO 27.87 2788 42.47 44.01 4385

Tll 31.71 33.33 47.18 48.22 4823

T12 3116 32.11 46.58 47.64 4753

A4 T13 28.44 28.89 43.82 43.86 4464

T ' 4 3203 32.43 47.34 47.34 48.33

T , S 31.16 31.73 46.63 45.89 4786

As T ' 6 28.10 28.47 43.93 43.36 4556

DRe (%) of 38.65 39.00 43.17 43.58 44.35

unadulterated

samples
-~-~.

A1 - ORDINARY WATER, A2 - COCONUT WATER, A3 - SATURATED SALT SOLUTION, A4

- RICE WATER, A5 - RICE EFFLUENT. R,- R5: Number of replications, T, : Unadultered latex

samples, T, - T , 6 : latex samples treated with adulterants. T2, r., T8 , T11, T14: 25%, h T6 , Tg,

T12, T15: 50%, T4 , T7, T lO, T13 , T16 : 75 %.
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Fig 4.5: Variation of % Reflectance at 1460 nm diluted with ordinary water (in

%) to latex.
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Fig 4.6: Variation of % Reflectance at 1460 nm diluted with % coconut water

(in %) to latex.
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Fig 4.7: Variation of % Reflectance at 1460 nm diluted with saturated salt

solution (in %) to latex samples.
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Fig 4.8: Variation of % Reflectance at 1460nm diluted with rice water (in %) to

latex samples.
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Fig 49: Variation of % Reflectance at 1460 nm diluted with (in %) rice effluent

to latex samples.
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4.8: Conclusions

We have been able to establish a good correlation between % ORC

and reflectance of natural rubber latex samples in the near infrared region. It

is found that water molecules in the latex selectively absorb near infrared

radiation at specific wavelengths, which can be used as a technique to

estimate the ORC of natural rubber latex. Though we have been able to

establish the relationship between % ORC and % reflectance from latex, we

have not been able to bring out the influence of non rubber constituents on

reflectance in these measurements. The reflectance of latex with different

concentrations of adulterants decreases with the increase in concentration of

the adulterant Since the major contents of adulterants are again water, we

anticipate the reflectance values to decrease correspondingly with the addition

of such adulterants.

Based on the results obtained from the infrared absorption studies we

estimate that a viable ORC measurement system following this technique will

have measurement uncertainties in the range of :!: 1% due to various factors.

Measurement uncertainties can be further reduced by improving the signal to

noise ratio by increasing the radiant power, optimizing the detection

electronics and measurement procedures.
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CHAPTER FIVE

Estimation of Dry Rubber Content in Natural

Rubber Latex by Differential Scanning

Calorimetry

5.1: Introduction

Differential scanning Calorimetry is a thermal analysis technique in

which differences in heat flow into a substance and a reference are measured

as a function of temperature while the two are subjected to a controlled

temperature program'. Such measurements provide qualitative and

quantitative information about the physical and chemical changes involving

endothermic or exothermic processes or changes in heat capacity of the

sample. DSC technique generally covers the temperature range from -100°C

to 10000C with variable atmospheres'. In this technique, the sample and

reference are mounted on two separate pans which are heated with small (but

powerful) heaters. The temperatures of the two pans are monitored by

platinum resistance thermometers, with the two heater windings supplied with
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variable current, so that both windings heat or cool the pans at the same rate,

which can be up to BOoC/min. The power difference required for the two

heaters to keep the sample and reference temperatures the same is

measured (~H) and recorded as a function of the program temperature. This

record shows the physical or chemical changes in the sample and the power

difference is proportional to the thermal energy absorbed or released by any

process. The technique presents an elegant method for investigating solid

state phase reactions, phase transformations and inversions in compounds,

for investigating reaction kinetics and phenomena associated with

polymerization, thermal oxidative degradation, solvent retention, curing or

drying properties of products etc". DSC has developed into a very powerful

thermal analysis technique today.

Differential scanning Calorimetry has been shown to be a valuable tool

in studying ice in a variety of biological systems" In DSC a number of

overlapping transitions with a net endothermic effect are observed when

microorganisms are heated':". Thermal analysis by thermo gravimetry and

differential scanning calorimetry are widely applied to coal, charcoal, peat, and

lignite 10-12 and also been used to assess humification of organic matter in

whole soils, chemically extracted humic substances and composts13-16.

The differential scanning calorimetry is widely used for the study of

Iipids17' 3B, phosphocholines 1B, liproproteirr", ice pre melting21
, escherichia

coli22
, 23 cholesterol in gallstones24

, whey proteins": 28, lactoqlobultn". Ape-d

lactalburnirr", H - Hexane'", hydration zeoutes", polymers", effect of
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insecticides in mango fruits34
, bornite - digenite 35

39 yeast and qlucose".

polyurethane etastorners", Alcohor", wool", water status and cellulose4
' ,43 ,

milk, fats, cheese 44A 7
50,52, fugally degraded wood", plasma proteorne'", and

anticancer drug53
, The DSC is also used for research on food science",

biochemistry and bioloqy". The applications of DSC are numerous,

In the present DSC studies our objectives have been to see whether

any physical relation exists between the DRC of latex and the change in

enthalpy of the sample as it is heated over a defined temperature range

measured by heat flux DSC technique and explore the possibility of

developing a method to determine the DRC of latex based on the information

collected from the study. The correlation of normalized area under the DSC

curve with DRC is established and discussed in the following sessions,

5.2: Principle of the method

According to Newton's law of heat flow, the rate of heat flow

(-dQ/dt) from a body is directly proportional to the difference in temperature

(t>T) the body (T,) and the surroundings (T,), The heat flow depends upon the

nature of the surface of the body and the area of the exposed surface, The

rate of heat flow can be expressed as,

@=Kt>T
dt

or

...... 5.1
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L'.T = K QQ = KCp(3
dt

.. 5.2

where K is the calorimetric constant, C, is the specific heat capacity and 13 is

the rate of heating (dT/dt).

In differential scanning calorimetry the final result of a particular

experiment is a thermogram showing exothermic or endothermic conventions

of heat flux versus temperature or time. The DSC thermogram can be used

for calculating the enthalpies of transitions. In an exothermic reaction the

energy is released while in an endothermic process energy is absorbed during

the reaction.

In a DSC thermogram a negative peak is represented by an

exothermic reaction (+L'.H) and a positive peak represents endothermic (-L'.H)

reactions. The enthalpy change of a system can be written as'",

or

l'1H = Hfinal - Hinitial

L'.H =KA

... ..5.3

... 5.4

where L'.H is the enthalpy change, H'nal final is the enthalpy of the system,

Hinitia, is the initial enthalpy of the system measured in joules. K is the

calorimetric constant and A is the area under curve
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5.3: Experimental procedure

In this work, we have used a Mettler Toledo Model DSC 822e

Differential Scanning Calorimeter to carry out thermal analysis on different

sets of latex samples. In DSC 822e
, the multistar FRS5 sensor has a star

shaped arrangement of 56 thermocouples providing excellent sensitivity and

resolution, and flat baseline. The FRS5 is used as a universal full range DSC

sensor. The ceramic sensor plate guarantees robustness and design

flexibility. The DSC measurements with 56 (FRS5) or 120 (HSS7)

thermocouples guarantee high sensitivity. Further, the DSC instrument is

having a digital resolution of 16 million points, excellent baseline stability

without data manipulation and broadest dynamic measurement range for

investigations. The calibration of the instrument is carried out with the help of

40 ready for use lead or tin pills for temperature and enthalpy calibration.

r= r- --= i-
S R

System control
and data

presentation

Pt
Sensors

~~

Individual

Heaters

Fig. 5.1 Block diagram of a DSC system
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Fig. 52: Photograph of a DSC system

The advantages of this DSC instrument are good sensi tivity, efficient

automation, handling of small and large sample volumes, tailor made solut ions

for current and futu re needs. The flexible calibration and adjustment features

guarantee accurate and precise measurement results under all conditions.

The temperature range of the instrument is from -100°C to 700°C. The

ergonomic design of the systems improves intelligence, simplicity and safety

to facilitate daily work .

Fresh natural rubber latex samples collected directly from the field

are used for the work reported in this thes is. Each latex sample of weight 10-
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15 mg, weighed with a Model MX5 Mettler Toledo microbalance, is placed in

an aluminum pan after filtration. The sealed aluminum pan containing the

sample is then loaded in to the DSC instrument, with an identical empty pan

used as the reference. The sample is heated from 30DC to 170DC at a heating

rate of 10DC/minute and then cooled back to 30DC under standard laboratory

conditions. The heat flow curves for 12 different latex samples collected from

12 different trees have been recorded. Further, heat flow curves for four

different latex samples, each diluted with water (in 5% increments), keeping

the total volume of the sample at 1000 IJL, have been recorded. The

normalized area under each of the heat flow curve, recorded as described

above, is determined using the system software of the DSC instrument.

The latex samples for all the experiments described in this work

have been collected from the experimental field of Rubber Research Institute

of India, Koltayam, Kerala, India. Fresh latex samples from different trees

(Clone: RRII 105, Year of planting: 1989-93, D3 tapping system) with wide

variations in DRC are collected. The latex samples are filtered and 10-15 ml

of each sample is collected in separate containers to determine their DRC

values following the standard laboratory drying method and another 10-15 mg

of each for DSC measurement, as outlined above.

5.4: Results and Discussion

Figure 5.3 shows a typical DSC curve of one latex sample

during heating and cooling cycles between 30DC and 170DC From such DSC
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curves for all the samples, the areas of the thermograms between 30°C and

170°C for all the samples have been determined. A few more DSC

thermograms are shown in Figures 5.4 (A-D). The calculated mass

normalized areas, of the DSC curves along with the corresponding DRC

values are tabulated in Table 5.1. It can be noted that sample with higher DRC

values have larger areas for their DSC thermograms in the above temperature

range. Figure 5.5 shows the variation of the mass normalized area under the

DSC thermogram with the corresponding DRC values for the samples

determined following the standard laboratory drying method. Figure 5.6 shows

the variation of the mass normalized area of the DSC thermograms plotted for

one latex sample diluted with water, with the quantity of water added to the

sample.

The normalized areas under the DSC thermograms of the samples

have good correlation with the DRC values of the samples The mass

normalized area under the DSC curve exhibits a positive correlation coefficient

of 0.92 with the corresponding DRC values. Similarly, the mass normalized

area of the DSC curve for the sample diluted with water exhibits a positive

correlation coefficient of 0.99. We have estimated that a maximum variation

of.:!: 5% can occur in the values of normalized area under DSC curve of latex

samples. Consequently this can cause an error of.:!: of 0.5 % in corresponding

DRC values. The very purpose of this work is to establish the relation, if any,

between changes in enthalpy of the latex sample as water escapes from it

with its DRC value and see whether it can be used as a technique to measure
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the ORC values of unknown samples. We could establish a good correlation

between ORC values and the mass normalized areas, which are a measure of

the change in enthalpy of the sample, is established and reported.

Fig. 5.3: A typical DSC Curve of a typical latex sample during heating and

cooling cycles.
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Fig. 5.4 (A to D): DSC curves of different latex sample (DRC values from

25.32 to 50.80 %) in the temperature range 30°C -170°C.
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Fig. 5.4 (B)
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Fig. 5.4 (C)
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Fig. 5.4 (D)
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Table 5.1: Variation of Normalized area with Dry Rubber Content for different

samples

Weig ht of the Total area under Normalized area

Sample sample (mg) DSC curve (mJ) Ug'·') DRC

No. (W) (T) N = WIT (%)

1 5.115 -6618 -1294 25.32

2 16.254 -17690 -1089 36.3

3 9.675 -10140 -1048 38.24

4 18.932 -19320 -1021 37.98

5 14.437 -14440 -1003 38.18

6 6.67 -6035 -905 39.88

7 12.753 -11370 -892 40.23

8 9.321 -7583 -867 41.2

9 11.344 -8644 -856 41.95

10 8.952 -6644 -742 48.97

11 12.674 -8318 -656 49.41

12 8099 -5194 -641 50.8
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Fig. 5.5: Variation of normalized area of DSC curves (heat flow) with DRC

values measured by laboratory drying method.
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Fig. 5.6: Variation of mass normalized areas of DSC thermogram area (heat

flow) with percentage of water added to latex.
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5.5: Conclusions

Thermal analysis of natural rubber latex following DSC technique has

established a direct proportionality between normalized area of the DSC

thermogram or the change in enthalpy of the transition between 30°C and

170°C with the DRC of natural rubber latex. It is found that the above

transition is caused by loss of water from the sample, and it is an exothermic

process releasing heat from the sample. This result is in tune with the fact that

the major constituent of natural rubber latex is water. The DSC technique

provides an accurate technique to determine the amount of energy released

and relate that directly to the DRC value. Further, the results on the variation

of the change in enthalpy of the sample diluted with water (Fig 5.6) strongly

support the interpretation of the results on the raw samples with different DRC

values (Fig 5.5). Though we could establish a direct relation with total change

in enthalpy in the reaction, we have not been able to separate the effects of

non rubber constituents such as lutoids, carbohydrates, proteins, lipids and

inorganic salts in this reaction. Moreover, it has not been possible to study the

effect of anticoagulants and adulterants in latex samples on the DSC

thermogram. We think that the information provided by the present

investigations would be useful for quick quantification of dry rubber content in

natural rubber latex and to design quality standards for the products

manufactured using natural rubber latex. In this work we have been able to

show that differential scanning calorimetry is an accurate technique for the
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estimation of the ORe of rubber latex, though it does not overcome other

limitations such as being expensive and requiring skilled personnel for

measurement.
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CHAPTER SIX

Summary and Conclusions

7.1: Summary of the work done

Though the dry rubber content is an important parameter for the

natural rubber latex industry for various decision making purposes, an

accurate and rapid method to measure this is yet to be developed.

Substantial work has been done to develop a rapid, economical and accurate

system. The most accurate method to determine the ORC is the standard

laboratory drying procedure. The main disadvantages of this method are the

requirement of high capital investment, demand of labour and nonadaptibility

for use in the field. The most rapid method to determine ORC is by using

hydrometer. However, unbiased and accurate measurements cannot be

made with a hydrometer due to various factors. Several methods, such as,

microwave techniques, low resolution NMR technique and titration method are

also reported for the rapid measurement of ORC. These methods suffer from

several drawbacks such as being expensive, inaccurate, not environment

friendly, difficult to use and unable to adapt to the field The investigations

presented in the thesis are carried out to gather useful information for the

design and develop of a rapid instrumentation system to measure the ORC of

natural rubber latex with sufficient accuracy.
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At first, we have carried out, Mid IR absorption studies on latex

samples in the spectral range 500 crn' to 4000 cm' and we could establish a

relation between normalized differential transmittance around a specific wave

number with DRC values of latex samples determined under standard

laboratory drying method. A systematic study of latex samples employing TGA

techniques was carried out. The results show that the percentage weight loss

in a specific temperature range shows a high positive correlation with DRC

values estimated by laboratory drying method. A capacitive transducer has

been designed and fabricated for measuring the dielectric properties of latex.

The capacitances of several latex samples are measured using the capacitive

transducer and a standard LCR meter. A good correlation has been obtained

between dielectric properties and the corresponding DRC values.

We have also carried out NIR absorption measurements on several

latex samples. We could not find any notable change in NIR absorption with

corresponding DRC value in the transmittance mode. The experiments have

been performed with a Diffused Reflectance Assay in the spectral range of

500 nm to 2000 nm. The spectral responses of a number of latex samples

have been analyzed and we could establish a proportionality relation

between the reflectance values at 1460 nm and with the corresponding DRC

values. The major constituent of latex is water. The variations in the intensity

of IR radiation in this wavelength range are interpreted as due to the

molecular vibrations of water molecules.
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The Differential Scanning Calorimetry has been employed to study

changes in enthalpy of latex sample when subjected to a controlled

temperature program. We could see that the normalized areas under DSC

curves for different latex samples exhibit a direct proportionality relation with

DRC values of latex samples. We could establish a high correlation between

mass normalized enthalpy changes in a defined temperature range with the

corresponding DRC values.

7.2: Conclusions

During the course of this research work, we have developed several

techniques to estimate the DRC of natural rubber latex using various

instrumentation techniques. The major drawback of the capacitance method is

that it lacks reproducibility of results due to the ionic activity in the latex

medium. Measurement of various parameters using the techniques such as

TGA, DSC and NIR have established direct relation with DRC of latex

estimated using laboratory drying method. However these techniques suffer

from limitations such as being expensive, difficulties for use in the field and

requirement of skilled man power for handling the instrumentation systems. In

the FTIR studies we have seen that at 835 crn', the normalized differential

transmittance exhibit a good correlation with DRC. The change in intensity is

in this region is due to the molecular vibration of isoprene polymer (rubber).

By measuring the transmittance at that particular wave number, we are
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actually quantifying the rubber present in the latex. Information collected from

these FTIR studies might turn out to be useful in designing a viable ORC

measurement system by incorporating suitable sources and detection

systems.

7.3: Future scope for work

We have developed different methods, including a direct measurement

method employing the Fourier Transform Infra Red Spectroscopy in the MlR

range around 835 ern" for estimating the ORC of latex. We have not studied

the effect of adulterants and anticoagulants in this measurement. A systemic

measurement of latex samples after adding anticoagulants and adulterants in

different concentrations are desirable to understand the effect of these on the

transmittance at 835 cm', The information collected from the FTIR study is

useful in designing a practical ORC measurement system. We are

investigating the possibilities of designing a practical field usable and

economical instrument based on this technique.

Even after decades of development work we still do not have an

instrument to measure ORC of latex, which is economical, quick, field usable

and requiring no skilled man power. We are still working on it. We hope the

results presented in this thesis will help to develop such an instrument in the

near future.
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